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THE GODS OF COMMERCE

Ratu Subandar.

As well as the local deifications of prosperity and economic process described

above, there are, in a number of major temples around Bali, pelinggrft (shrines) to

a deity known as Ratu Ngurah Subandar, Ida Ratu Ayu Subandar or Ratu Gede

Subandar. Nowadays this deity is commonly seen as simply a transformation of

Rambut Sedana and Ida Ayu Melanting in the context of larger temples (Widnyana

1984:60). However the name subandnr alone, whose only referent in either Balinese

or Indonesian dictionaries or common usage is to the maoagers of precolonial ports,

suggests origins in the borderland of translocal trade.

The petinggLft to Ratu Subandar are located not, as one might expect, in the

port towns but in major temples including Batur, Besakih, Balingkaang and

penataran Cempaga in Banglit6. These temples are associated neither with the sea

nor with trade as such but with the general well-being and prosperity of large

domains. Although Pura Batur is arguably independent of royal control, the others

have been associated historically with kingdoms. In the case of Balingkaang' the

association is with the earliest of kingdoms of which the main epigraphic evidence

concerns the management of the ancient trade routes which connected the north coast

ports over the mountains to the productive hinterland of the south.

The shrine to Ratu Ngurah Subandar at Pura Batur is widely patronised by

the (wider Indonesian as well as Balinese) Chinese community. It consists of a

conventional Balinese petinggih and another building described by Balinese as a

peparuman (meeting house) but which is often decorated in a manner reminiscent of

a conventional Chinese temple (klenteng). Widnyana (1984: 71) suggests that this

is because of the general involvement of Indonesian Chinese in trade but my own

(preliminary) enquiries in Batur suggest a deeper association.

16. The only exception of which I have heard is Fredrik Barth's (1993:89)
mention of a "trarboui temple" (Pura Pabean) somewhere on the north coast
"dedicated to Betara Dewa Ayu Subandar".
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TTIE GODS OF COMMERCE

Figure 8.5 Shrine to Ratu Gede Subandar Pura Batur 1994

As far as the Chinese community of Kintamani are concerned it is indeed a

klenteng commemorating a founding ancestor of Chinese in Bali, one Chong Hu

Kong who died at the site of the previous temple on the crater floor. The shrine at

Balingkaang is to the spirit of another Chinese ancestor, Kang Chin Wi, a women

desired by the Balinese king Jayapangus who agreed to marry him on condition of

certain concessions to the Chinese community.

According to an authoritative Balinese version (Guru Badung of Pura Batur),

Ratu Gede Subandar was, prior to his deification, a Chinese importer of opium

(candu) who became friendly with Jayapangus, to whom he gave his daughter Kang

Ching Win and became something of a royal advisor and presumably (the first?)

subandar. He is credited with the origin of certain cultural forms of Chinese origin
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TIIE GODS OF COMMERCE

(notably the dance known as baris cira) as well as the well-known propensity of the

citizens of Kintamani to commerce.

While these associations fall short of providing an unambiguous explanation

the pattern is clear enough: a general association of Ratu Subandar with trade and

Chinese middlemen, with kings and certain great temples of their realms. Like the

other deities of these temples and like the king himself, (s)he is associated with the

welfare of a whole realm, or more specifically, trade crossing the borders of that

realm. Such trade involves on the one hand the dangers associated in Balinese

thought both with borders themselves and the worlds beyond them and on the other

with the public/royal prosperity accruing from such trade.

Review

To return to our original question, as to the cultural and historical precedents

for the form of contemporary capitalist development: there would appear to be

precedents in religious practice and particularly thought which if they do not

predispose the people of Ubud toward capitalist transformation of their economy, do

not exclude it either. While the moral values and religious ideology of the village

rituaVeconomic complex are clearly unsympathetic to money itself, production for

exchange and trade as a means of livelihood; there is another tradition of wider

monetarised exchange and ideas about the transformative powers of the market

which is sanctified by a complex of deities, temples and ritual practice' This

complex would appear in fact to provide more basis for accommodation to capitalism

than for the kinds of critical response to documented by Taussig (1980:22) and

Greenberg (1995 :70-73).

Both the material practice of traditional markets and the associated ideology

of pura melanting involve exchange between more and less local economic zones and

a corresponding transformation of the currency of such exchange and of the form of

wealth itself. The transformation of the market process itself is deified in a manner
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somewhat analogous to the capitalist mystification of profit. The concept of Sri

Sedana, the deification of the conversion of rice into money through the market

process, is a powerfi,rlly condensed shorthand for this transformative relationship

between the primordial wealth of the village economy and the secondary wealth of

the monetary economy.

The image of mnnik mosmalcctel on the other hand suggests that wealth is

something which arrives (magically) from an outside source. \\e subandar and his

nislaln namesake provide models for the articulation between the indigenous

economy of Bali and the (potentially dangerous) one beyond. To this end they utili5s

the powers of foreign agents, under the control of Balinese kings to maintain the

security and prosperity of Balinese realms (c/f Wiener:20I-203).

The transformation of the Balinese economy.

While the world capitalist system came to Bali in the colonial packaging of

cash taxes, an opium monopoly and export crops to pay for both, it came late and

in a form which had relatively little impact upon village economic organisation.

There were neither the large plantations, mines nor commercial agriculture which,

in other places created new classes of landless proletariat and owner-entrepreneurs.

Robinson (1992:95-128) makes it clear that economic relations in Bali underwent

fundamental changes during this period but I would argue that they remained

recognisable in the terms of the village economy. The major transformation came,

at least in Ubud, with tourism.

The initial phase of tourism consisted, from a local point of view, quite

simply of strangers coming with large amounts of money to spend: a flow of wealth

into which anyone could tap not by productive labour of the conventional kind but

by providing what appeared at first to be relatively straightfonvard goods and

services. The foreigners however did not entirely concur in the perception of

themselves as a source of mos malcetel: I remember clearly from my first visit to
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Bali in 1977 my own sense of outrage at being trcated in this way and the fear of

being perceived as dolar berjalnn (walking dollars) is something of a univenal

liament of tourists (Ire 1990). Locals on the other hand were offended by the

behaviour of foreigners who appeared to have no sense of ritual propriety and in

their ignorance polluting sacred places and times thereby endangering themselves and

others @ruce 1986:340-1, Santosa 1984:12-13)-

The relationship between the two worlds was seen as potentially dangerous

@card L99O:42) as well as profitable and there were attempts at various levels to

mediate it. A new class of cultural brokers developed: (mostly) young men with

enough grasp of English language, familiarity with foreigners and self-confidence to

acts as guides, agents and intermediaries. In Ubud in the early 1980s a group of

such men established an organisation, Yayasan Bina Wisata, one of the specific

purposes of which was mediating the evident misunderstanding between the two

worlds through mutual education (see Ch.2). At an official level a series of

legislative measures and a Department of Tourism were established for the same

purpose, to regulate and tax transactions between tourists and locals, and to define

the role of these new subandnr-like brokers.

What is missing from these implied parallels is the linking of the new form

of wealth through a notion of transformation, of the kind performed by Dewi

Melanting or Rambut Sedana, to the primordial wealth of the soil of Bali. For this

we need to return again to the forms of ritual practice.

Protection and Prosperity of Ritual Domains.

The domain of practice I have chosen to designate by the social science

category of ritual cannot in Bali be isolated from other categories or characterised

by any single essential quality. I have argued previously that useful insights may

nevertheless be gained by considering ritual in relation to the various other categories

of material practice and theory with which it is empirically integrat. These include
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economics in the context of sacrificial offering (Ch.a) and qpatial organisation

(Ch.5). This list is not, and by its nature never can be exhaustive and I wish to add

to it now the functions of purification, protection and maintenance of proqperity.

on the night of the sixth new moon (tikm kcnem), which occurs early in the
wet season (the occasion described here was on I Decembor 1993), the old barong of
Ubud was brougfit out of his home in the Merajan Sari and marched down to the
central crossroads where a huge crowd waited in a state of unusually high excitement.
Hore he witnessed the sacrifice of a young pig amid a nandala of offerings to beings
of the lower orders laid out on the ground. After the pig was decapitarcd the crowd
surged forward to obtain drops of its blood to dab on their foreheads while priests
frantically sprinkled them with holy water.

He then proceeded, followed by the crowd firstly to pura Dalem puri where
a similal but smaller ceremony of sacrifice was performed using a young chicken. The
procession then went to the uphill end of Taman Kaja the sports field (Iapangan) it
Monkey Forest Road, Pura Dalem Ubud, up the hill to Pura Pusoh Ubud returning
finally to his home in central Llbud. At each of these places as well as crossroads along
tho way and the Pura Dalem Alit of Taman Klod, these smrll ceremonies of chicken
sacrifice were performed.
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people I asked about the meaning of this ritual circumambulation said that it

was to protect against seasonal sickness or evil influences coming from elsewhere

and that the route followed by the barong defined the borders (perbaasan) of tlbud'

When I pointed out that these did not coincide with the administrative (dinas)

boundaries, they replied that this was the area of jurisdiction of this barong or the

bale agung of Ubud. I have since come to consider both of these interpretations

debatable for various r€.asonsr? but what I believe they were telling me was that this

was a matter not of administrative or physical territory and boundaries but nislala

ones (see Ch.5).

This rituat of defence of boundaries is a version at the level of ths village of

a larger ritual known as rwngluk meratut which was in pre-colonial times performed

by nrlers to protect their realms from the seasonal ravages of Ratu Gede Mecaling,

a nistalnbeing resident normally on Nusa Penida and who takes the selaln form of

the disease cholera (see Ch.6). Such is the belief in this ritual that it is still

performed at the level of these realms by their respective lcabupaten governments.

This ritual, versions of which are performed in many other places in Bali at this time

of year is clearly understood in terms of protection of the boundaries of a nislula

territory by defending its boundaries and other vulnerable points (tl.Geertz

1991b: 186, 1994:31,65,66,L25, I.ovi:rc 1987:132, 135-6. Swellengrebel 1984:38,

Wiener 1995 46'l.

t7. The domain of the bale agung of Ubud correEponds -by definition,
according to the theory of Kahyang"tirtlq (see-Ch.s), tdthe desa. adat' rhis
ritual encompassed as irelI as Utrtd, the-desa adaE of Taman Kaja which hae its
own baf.e ag1tng 

"rrd 
th" highly anomalous and incomptete desa adat of Taman Klod

which is 1inked to Desa Adat Pe1iatan. fhe e:<planation lies, as usual, in the

"p..iti." 
or rocir ttL"r"w in which (also as uluar) the puri play an important

ro1e.
Taman Kaja is a desa composed initial.ly of immigrant families offered

refuge by Puri -Ubud. fts baf e agung and he_nce de-sa adat are relatively recent
offshoots of Ubud. Taman KIod,-aI-though formatly.tied to.D9s1 Peliatan have

;-i;;g rradirion of service to puri Ubid, sanctiiied by niskala linke nobodv
would dream of breaking. BaTe Agung ubud ie located not in a typical. uFhill
pura puseh but a central pura 6esi associated (r argue- in c.h's) with the
rrroyal centre,r oi ifr" puri. The barong Ln the.story.ie likewise rrownedrr by
Ctr"'p"ti rather ttran €tre desa ae suchl The ritsuaf is thus as much one of
;;t"i protection of the real-m as of village tradition'
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According to James Boon '...Hindu-Bali contains no frontier" (1977:99). It
is unclear to me exactly what he means by "frontieru and indeed his subsequent

comments appear to negate this claim. It is perhaps another statement of the view

that Balinese space tends to be defined by concentric zones around a clearly defined

centre rather than by clearly defined borders (Errington 1983:203,211, C.Geertz

1980a:24-25). I do not contest this assertion itself but suggest that one of its
consequences has been the downplaying of the significance of boundaries. In fact

it is very clear that Hindu-Bali contains no shortage of boundaries and borders. I
suggest further that a great deal of Balinese ritual is about boundaries and defense

of them to protect what they contain.

Hildred Gwrtz is developing a general model of Balinese religion

(1994,1995) in which the emphasis is shifted from the moralistic Indicised

monotheism promoted by the official agencies of Bali-Hinduism to the practices of
both temple ritual and sorcery as technologies for the control of saloi (magical

power). The model I am developing here seems to me essentially similar and

recognises the importance of this power but approaches the subject from the points

of view of economy and spatid organisation rather than magic and art. More

specifically, at this point it emphasises protection or purification of nisknla spaces

of various kinds and promotion of spiritual well-being within them. Both these

stages depend upon at least implicit knowledge and in some cases explicit definition

of spatial domains.

...Bnlinese believe in a Chain of Being, which is manifest in the world as a kind of
multidimensional map, a spatial grid laid over Bali which reaches from the undorworld
to the heavens. Transitions from place to place on the grid s.e dangerous.

LndneIn4:3

I argued in Chapter 5 that the pattern of the most basic of offerings, the daily

household saiban defines, in a manner analogous to the circumambulation of the

barong around Ubud, thenislcnla landscape of a houseyard in terms of its boundaries

and vulnerable points. Another fundamental level is that of the (arguably) oldest

forms of ritual and social organisation in Bali, the Bati-Aga communities of the
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central mountains. Here villages are linked into ritual alliances called banrn which

are defined by spatial domains "owned" by particular ancestral deities and the

purpose of their collective ritual endeavours is the promotion and maintenance of

well-being within the domain concerned (Reuter 1995:14-24). Likewise at the level

of pre-colonial kingdoms, apart from the rwngluk merota discussed above, rulers

performed a regular cycle of ritual to protect the integrity and well-being of their

realms, both "visible and invisible" (Schulte-Nordholt 1996:50-1, Wiener 1995:56-

7). This theme is evident atso in recent examples of public ritual.

During the years 1994 to 1996, Puri Ubud sponsored a number of large

ceremonies in L]bud and surrounding villages (see Ch.5) several of which were

commemorated in qpecia[y commissioned booklets written by Drs. Ngurah Ol<a

Supartha, something of a renaissance man in the fields of journalism, photography,

art, education, religion and administration. These books both reflect and shape more

common understandings of the purpose and meaning of these ceremonies. TWo of

these publications were for ceremonies known as Karya Dirghayusa Bhumi

performed in the Pura Dalem of Desa Bresela in January 1995 and Tegallalang in

August 1996.

The name of the cercmonies means "work for the long life of the earth/land".

The earth/land referred to is that of the desa adat in question (Supartha 1994:89,90)

and it includes the entire ecosystem of this space in all its nislaln as well as physical

aspects (1996:81). The temporal process of the ceremony, spread over several

weeks consisted, as does most Balinese ritual, of a series of sub-ceremonies

purifying all the elements involved (sacred objects, new buildings, sacrificial animals

etc.) followed by a further series in which offerings were made to the upperworldly

deities and their blessings, in the form of well-being and prosperity (lccseialtteran and

l<cmalqnuran) requested.

Dirghayusa Bhumi is conceived as a variation of other ceremonies of similar

scope known as Ngusaba Desa and Ngusaba Nini (1996:81). The former addresses

the well-being of the ritual space of the desa, the latter of an area of ricefields

associated with a pura mascert. Yet another, Mamungkah Panyegieg Jagat has
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similar goals ("for maintenance of the security of the world") but the emphasis is

more on protection against sickness (1994b:80). Atl these rituals which seek to

maintain order at the level of the nislala space of the desa, have parallels, not only

at the smaller levels of houseyard and temple, but at larger levels.

At the level of the whole island, defined by the mandala of major temples

known as Sadkahyangan (The Six Temples) certain rituals in these temples,

especially Besakih are performed for the protection and well-being of the whole

island (Covamrbias 1994:309, Hobart et al 1995:129, I-ansng l99L:73-4). The

highest of these, such as Eka Dasa Rudra and Eka Buana which are performed

(supposedly) centennially, are accompanied by an ideology which suggests that their

efficacy extends over the whole world (Suqpha 1979:25). These temples are

nowadays referred to often by the alternative title Kahyangan Jagat (World Temples)

which suggests a similarly broad scope (Supartha 1993:27). This reminds us that my

argument as to the importance of boundaries and domains needs to be kept in the

perspective not only of a countervailing concentrism of Balinese ritual space but also

of an inherent philosophical expansiveness about the extent of boundaries. These

perspectives iue more apparent at the level of urban and priesfly ideology while it

is at the level of local practice that boundaries and domains are emphasised.

The purpose of all these rituals, like others about which I made regular

enquiries, combines (in varying proportions) the conce,pts of protection against the

entry of dangers of various kinds, purification of the space and promotion of well-

being within the domain involved. This well-being (usually glossed in Indonesian

as lccsejahteran and l<cmalonuran) combines notions of health, safety, fertility and

prosperity. The (material) prosperity/wealth of a qpatial domain is thus linked to

its spiritual condition (Warren 1993:140). Nislwtn space and nislwta economy are

linked through the niskala work (karya) of ritual. The combination of

health/fertility/prosperity involved in these rituals however, lumps togetherthe forms

of prosperity referred to earlier: those of the natural world and those of the market-

place; Srz and Sedana.
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Ihe Contradiction

The logic of all this ritual would appear to be of maintaining material

wellbeing/prosperity within a defined domain by nistwln works punfying the domain

concerned and maintaining good relations with the deities specific to the domain.

This requires a degree of spatial correspondence between physical and nisknln

boundaries of the domain concerned. In the ideal world of the village moral

economy this was manifestly the case: the symbiosis between the local earth, its

products and the wetl-being of its human community were plain to see' The

boundaries of the desa,both as physical space, social group and ritual unit were

clearly defined through temple affiliation and practice.

Ideally the only inputs and outputs to/from such a system (of whatever scale)

were the downhill flow of water through it. The importance of this is attested by the

elaboration of the set of ideas and ritual practices by which it was accommodated

ideologically: linking the flow of water with polar dichotomies up/down, in/out,

mountain/sea, gods/demons, birth/death, purity/pollution and trichotomous ones

involving a middle position in which the affairs of everyday human life take place

(Eisemann 1990:6)18.

Economic practices, such as inter-market trade and the royal import/exports

of the nineteenth century, in which flows of goods and money crossed the boundaries

of such domains were/are ideotogically mediated at the level of nislwln economy by

such device s as pura melnnrtng and ratu subardar. The colonial economic practices

of taxation, opium monopoly and the subsequent need for cash-cropping introduced

contradictions betwecn selwla. and nistwtn economies (and polities) not so easily

mediated and the resultant visibility of these contradictions was the cause of

considerable tension. (Robinson 1992:30-128, Vickers 1989: 143-150).

Lansing (1991-:7-8) commentss obliquely upon this_, referring to the
congrast in spatial efficacy between agricultural rituals which addreesed
whole watersheds and royal o-nes whicfr appfiea only within the boundariee of
kingdoms.
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With the rapid economic growth fuelled by tourism this contradiction has

intensified, especially in Ubud where both tourism and rituals of local domain have

flourished in tandem. The material economy of Ubud is manifestly one in which

prosperity now originates not in any local bhumi either of Ubud, Bali or even

Indonesia but in the furthest reaches of the world economy, from where the tourists

and their money come and to where the advertising images and handicrafts go. The

great rituals sponsored by Puri Ubud however remain unchanged: they continue to

emphasise the integrity of the units of nislwla landscape ag_j these were the

empirical units in which material proqperity is generated.

A similar discrepancy is apparent in the materials used in offerings.

Eisemann notes that they "are always made of natural materials" (1990:217) but

neglects to add that this is because they are understood as a symbolic return of the

fruits of natural productivity. Elementary offerings, such as the drops of drink

poured onto the ground or the daily saiban offering of the first portion of the day's

rice express this ideology more clearly as do countless villags exegeses. The gods

to whom any offerings are made are however the gods of a specific natural domain

and the symbolic portions offered to them are of the fruits of their own particular

domain.

The practice of offrerings now diverges from this ideology in two ways.

Firstly the concentration of population and depletion of natural resources in the more

urbanised parts of Bati (including central Ubud) are such that the natural materials

for offerings have to be imported from rural areas. At times of maximum demand,

such as Galungan, there is a lucrative trade in certain materials, eqpecially young

coconut leaf (busang), from as far away as East Java. In other words offerings

symbolising the fruits of a naturaVritual domain are made with fruits actually from

beyond the domain. The other divergence is that the material form of the offering

represents the form in which the wealth of the domain is produced by natural

processes: the natural products of the earth. The actual wealth of many Balinese

ritual domains, including Ubud, now comes not only from beyond the domain but

in the form of money, the transformed wealth of the extra-local market place. While
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money has long been (contra Eisemann 1990.,217) a component of offerings,

especially those of more elaborate form and translocal reference, there does not seem

to have been a significant increase in the use of money or other symbolic

representations of the translocal sources of the new forms of wealth.

While this might be seen as an admirable adherence to religious tradition in

the face of eronomic change, it seems also to be an emergent discrepancy between

the theory and practice of ritual. If considered in terms of their separate social-

science categories, economy and ritual appeared to be flourishing symbiotically- At

the level of nislalaeconomy they are out of step with each other. What is eqpecially

strange about this discrepancy is that it has occurred deqpite the existence of pre-

existing devices, such as Pura Melanting and Ratu Subandar, qpecifically for ritual

accommodation of inter-local trade. White the great ceremonies of the Wos Valley

are clearly rituals of royal realm thinly disguised as local adat, what they emphasise

is a local unity of earth, gods and community reminiscent more of the villags moral

economy than the great gods of interlocal commerce.

This argument, expressing what for me seemed a not insignificant insight,

seemed also to strike a chord with knowledgeable foreigners to whom I presented it.

Balinese however were less easily impressed. Those with a sufficiently sophisticated

understanding recognised the contradiction to which I was refening but did not

regard it as a matter of any consequence. This indffierence was summarised by a

distinguished old patriarch, whose wispy beard and long hair tied priest-style on top

of his head reflect more his retirement preoccupation with religious matters than his

former career as a business man in different parts of Indonesia. According to him

my hypothesis was based upon a fundamental misunderstanding.

The source of the present prosperity of [Jbud, he said, was not simply money

from elsewhere flowing into Bali but a complex of historical factors, local and

foreign in origin but rooted ultimately (he used the metaphor of a trce) in the soil of

Bali. The foreign money was simply a medium of exchange for these fruits of

bhumi bali. The scale of the bhumi to which the rituals referred was relative to the

understanding of the person involved. Contemporary geographical and economic
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knowledge allows a broader understanding of material causation and necessitates a

correspondingly broader one of nislala causation. What is important anyway he

insisted, reverting to the language of village economy, is neither the scale of the

ritual nor the intellecnral understanding of the maffer but the spirit in which the

offerings are made.

Such explanations, by their sheer vagueness and generality, tend to dissolve

their own moorings to the empirical phenomena we ilre trying to understand. I am

on the one hand receptive to the degree of Balinese consensus against my hypothesis

but on the other unconvinced by the arguments against it. I conclude provisionally

with two responses: an item of empirical evidence offering some support to my

argument and a funher hlpothesis modifying it.

Ihe Tanah Lot Controverrv

In the latter part of 1993 there began, throughout Bali an unprecedented

groundswell of protest against the proposed development of a huge tourism complex

virtually surrounding one of the most important temples on the island. This was

something of a "last-straw" effect coming on top of a series of other similar

proposals in which the scale of development and its political and economic control

from outside Bali became too obvious to ignore. I have documented this protest in

some detail in Chapter 2but what is significant here is that while the objection was

clearly to political and economic issues, the last-straw came in the form of a threat

to a religious symbol and the idiom in which the discourse of protest was phrased

was predominantly that of the threat to the ritual integrity of the temple and indeed

the whole island. The imagery of the great rituals of protection and purification was

used to frame a critique of non-Balinese economic control and its underwriting by

central government.
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Niskala Ecology.

The Balinese counrer-argument that the nislula domains, the integrity of

which are celebrated in the rituals described above, actually accommodate nisluln

equivalents to the material links to the world economy is, in terms of the model of

nispala landscape and economy we are using, simply incorrect. The domains

involved are clearly demarcated by ritual practice as desa, kingdom, island or Bali-

Hindu world. Why therefore are Balinese so unimpressed with what appears to me

a contradiction? Once again it seems that we need a further conceptual tool to

bridge the gap between Balinese knowledge/practice and my interpretation of it.

This time a Balinese fellow-trader in cross-cultural categories provides a

clue. In one of his elaborate etymological expositions, Supartha (1996:81) explains

the term bhrani, conventionally translated as earth or land, but applicable in the

context of the ceremonies described above to smaller spatial zones. He reminds us

however that this includes the entire environment of the zone involved: "not only

fluids, earth, wind/energy, light and atmosphere but all the elements of its eco

system (elco sistemrrya)" . His invocation of the concept of ecosystem is sigfficant:

it implies a flow of mutual interdependencies across borders any of which can be

conceived of in relative terms and as inherently permeablete'

I suggest therefore a funher metaphor of nislwl,a ecology. This enables us

to conce,ptualise nislala ecosystems intended not to parallel material ecosystems but

to provide a model with which to conceptualise a parallelism apparent to Balinese

between the bhumilworlds of ritual and the worldlbhumi economic system. A local

bhurni conceived as a nislwla ecosystem, is bounded just as a forest, swamp,

watershed. But just as fluids, gases, radiations and sentient beings routinely flow

across these boundaries and may be understood also in terms of larger ecosystems,

there are nislwlaelements and processes of cause and effect whose action transcends

the boundaries of the bhumi involved. The patriarch's tree is an apt metaphor for

of writing I have not had the opportunity of
with Supartha himself.
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a structure rooted in local soil which is simultaneously in the process of constant and

dynamic interchange of fruits and nutrients with a wider ecosystem.

Conclusions.

The two options presented here, of understandings and images from the

domain of ritual being used in the context of a (disguised) struggle over potitical-

eronomic control of resources and of the seemingly infinite elasticity of ritual

understandings to accommodate change of the material conditions to which they refer

may not be as separate as they at frst appear. Empirically they reflect two aqpects

of practice/knowledge as well as two corresponding forms it can take in specific

historical conditions.

How clearly and consciously the political-economic dimension of the Tanah

I-ot struggle was understood by its Balinese participants is not clear but it obviously

varied considerably. It is not however an idiom in which many Balinese are

accustomed to or feel comfortable expressing themselves, nor is the direct expression

of resistance to govemment-approved progxams considered a prudent course of

action. From this point of view the vocabulary of ritual pollution obviously provided

a convenient and (relatively) safe channel for expression of resistance, but I would

argue that it provided more than this.

Until the Tanah l"ot affair the agenda of large-scale commercial tourism was

easily presented and defended in the name of familiar rhetorics of the national

benefits associated with economic development. A proposal which dircctly violated

the ritual space of the temple however presented such development in a manner

which graphically illustrated its inherent contradiction with the rituaUcultural values

by which Balinese define their very identity. From this point on the analogy of
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pollution of sacred space became a regular part of the wider discourse of resistance

to non-Balinese control of political artd economic tresources20.

If on the other hand, there is a message implicit in both the form of and

emphasis upon ritual practices in Ubud, it could be read as one of maintaining the

flow of prosperity, the relationship between economic zones, the transformation of

currencies of wealth by devoting material resources to nislaln means to this end

rather than enquiring too deeply into their material causes and consequences. This

brings us (back) to the questions of how and by whom this relationship between

ritual and economy, material and nistaln is managed and to what end.

Afterword: theoretical and methodological reflections.

While the intention of this chapter is primarily to draw together empirical

materials of different orders, it contains implicit concerns at the levels of method and

theory. These centre around the ever-contentious relationship between the domains

of the material and ideologrcal, in this case taking the more specific forms of

economy and ritual. This duality tends to correlate at the level of anthropological

theory with one between approaches seeking universally applicable patterns of

causation (e.g. historical or environmental materialism[s]) and those oriented toward

explication of locally specific culturaL meaning (e.g. cultural relativism[s], symbolic

anthropology).

rhis is evident in such diverse forms ag a series of discourses by
leading intellectuals (e.g. Sudibya, Bali Post 26-2.L994), a constant strean
of letters to the editor and an ex-traordinary announcement by the ttinieter of
Tourism that a proposed mega-statue (GWK) on ttre Bukit Peninsula would help
;;a"aa eatinesl .ittirrt" uf diverting t,ourists away from templee (Bali Poet
19.9.96). rhis emergence of ttr. prot6ction of religious Bpace as a political
issue represents a return, poss-ibty for the same reasonE tO the concerns

"r.p.""""& by Balinese intell6ctuals-when mass tourism was first planned.for
eaii (picari 1990). If I am correct in this hytrlothesis I would e)q)ect notions
of protection of boundaries of sacred space 

-tb tig,ure prominently in public
debate about a proposed bridge between ilava and Bali '
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The material presented here challenges such dualisms in that it concerns an

indigenous Balinese theory of causation linking material and ideological domains.

One of my main methodological problems became that of frnding or creating a mode

of articulation between this Balinese theory and the taken-for-granted categories in

which I am accustomed to thinking about such things. In a sense this task is implicit

in any ethnographic endeavour but most theoretical formulations of the process tend

either to subordinate indigenous understandings to the intellectual schemata,

functionalist, stnrcturalist, Mamist or otherwise of social science or retreat into

interpretive celebration of the indigenous which is unassimilable into any wider

comparative framework. Concepts such as nislala economy (and landscape and

ecology), synthesised from categories of Balinese and social-science understanding

but corresponding perfectly to neither, are attempts to forge devices of articulation

between these two modes of undentanding rather than privileging one over the

othefl.

All analytic conce,pts are simultaneously reflections of the empirical material

to which they refer and the means by which we apprehend that material. In this

case, where the concepts are themselves constructed of elements taken both from

new empirical material and our existing conceptual library, this is doubly so, to the

point where the concepts allow the "empirical material" to as it were "qpeak backu.

That the concept of nislcala economy is not merely an uncritical reflection of the

status quo is evidenced by the fact that it enabled me to reveal what I took to be the

mystification of an emergent contradiction in the relationship between material

economy and its rifuat representation. That it allows the "material" to "q)eak back"

is evidenced by the indigenous critical response I received to my hypothesis.

Whether I am right about this remains to be seen but my two provisional

responses reflect the application of the two "edges" of this analytic blade (or ends

of an analytic lever?): its "social-science" and "Balinese" components. In more

2t . Notwithstanding my problems witsh his .trregara (1980a) , it is such a
slmthesis of loca1 and social-science understanding for which I think C.Geertz
argues for in his esErays on mettrod (1973b), and achieves in some of his
earlier work (e.9. 1959).
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social-science mode the evidence from Tanah Int demonstrates the power of nislula

@onomy, in Balinese hands as a tool of criticism and resistance. In more Balinese

mode it allows me to reinterpret the evidence ftom Ljbud in a way mor€ athrned to

Balinese sensitivities and intellectual tradition.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION

PIJRI, LAND AND RITUAL

At the outset of this work I invoked traditional ethnography as a model of

method and of a holism I was aiming to achieve while recognising empirical

conditions which relocate any such holism in wider geographical and historical

contexts. The results do not resolve themselves into a neat catalogue of pre-

determined aspects of the society involved. They reflect instead my qpecific mode

of engagement with a specific empirical situation: a series of more-or-less systematic

pursuits of questions and areas of knowledge which pass the test of seeming

important both in the field and at the time of writing. While they appear in some

ways quite divergent what they have in common is firsfly a set of logical links to

each other and secondly, that they link the specific local place/community in various

ways to wider spatial zones, temporal processes and anthropological questions.

While I have attempted in the course of the work, to articulate the connections

between the chapters which reflect these areas of knowledge, it is perhaps worth

reviewing the status of chapters and the links between them before drawing together

certain themes which have recurred in various chapters rather than being addressed

as compact topics.

Summary

We began with the self-evident categories of tourism and culture and the

problematic relationship between them. Tourism, on closer inspection, resolved into

a complex process of economic and social change initiated and maintained by the

influx of foreign cash. Culture on the other hand, is clearly a category of European
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thought which purports to represent Balinese ones but does not fit easily with them.

Any taken-for-granted relationship between Balinese culture and tourism is thus of

dubious status. They are not entities of the same order which can be meaningfully

compared or related to each other and any discussion of the relationship between

them is therefore falsely grounded. Meaningful discussion of the issues of

relationship subsumed under the tenns tourism and culture requires analysis of the

terms and development of more appropriate categories for discussion. Analysis of

tourism and culture does lead us directly into more appropriate categories. In the

case of tourism such categories include eronomics and social and political

organisation. In all of these however we are dealing with process of transformation,

change, process and to understand these we turn to history.

In the case of culture however we are led into categories of a rather different

kind. Although the notion of culture (budaya) has been appropriated and recycled

in Indonesian and Balinese thought, it is in an attenuated form somewhat akin to

some of its more restricted usages in English: as a kind of shorthand for the public

presentation of selected aspects of traditional arts, eqpecially performing ones. The

concept of religion (agarru) is similarly incorporated into modern Balinese in a way

which appropriates aspects of traditional practice and marginalises others. The

indigenous concept of adat/dresta wtrfrch once referred to a totality of traditional

thought/practice has been relegated, by the encroachment of the growing state-

sanctioned domains of budaya, agamlt and dirws, to a relatively circumscribed and

impotent residual role.

I returned therefore to the European term ritual as a catch-all category for

certain matters which are of overwhelming importance in the individual and

collective lives of people in Ubud. These matters revolve around the role of the

nislcal.a, a domain of powers and entities invisible to ordinary human perception but

which exercise a controlling influence over worldly affairs. What I refer to as ritual

is the body of knowledge about the nisluln and of practices which seek to

communicate and exert influence across the boundary between selula and niskaln

domains.
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The relationships with which we are concerned are thus multiple and complex

ones between on the one hand economic, social and political organisation and on the

other ritual ideas and practice. In terms of Balinese categories it is less a matter of

relatiorship than of keeping simultaneously in view and, more importantly, in

harmony both sekala and niskala dimensions of whatever it is we are trying to

understand.

Neither the categories of conmonsense nor of social science have an inherent

capacrty to recognise let alone take into account tre nislwla dimensions which form

a real and important part of Balinese economic practice. We approach this problem

by conceptualising it in terms of a relationship between economics and ritual'

Through study of the relationship we are able to reconcepnralise it in terms of

niskala economics, a hybrid term of synthesis by which I attempt to transcend an

essential incompatibility between social science and Balinese understandings of what

is going on.

The study of ritual leads us in turn to its relationship not only with economics

but with architechye, spatial organisation and geography. Once again we

reconceptualise the relationship in terms of hybrid concepts such as nislwln space and

nislala landscape which bridge the gap between social-science and Balinese

understandings. There are however empirical limitations to our ability to understand

what appear to be spatial forms in terms of their spatial qualities or of more abstract

logics of system or structure. The key to transcending these limitations is found by

turning once again to local intellectual practice, in this case explanation by reference

to narratives of origin, the telling of stories; history'

We are thus led by our attempts to understand both contemporary

socio/politico/economic process and the spatial organisation of ritual to the same

point: the need for history. we turn therefore to a comprehensive history of ubud

and the region in which it is located. Prior to 1900 this history may be understood

in terms of the temporal ebb and flow of the forhrnes of an ever-changing jigsaw of

local kingdoms supported ostensibly by the military manpower they could muster in

times of need but less visibly by niskala sources of power and a selcala trade in
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military hardware. Not visible in local accounts but looming over this whole history

is the presence of the Dutch, waiting beyond both the mountains and the sea.

Since 1900 Ubud has been drawn successively into a series of wider domains

of political control and economic exchange, each with its own qpatial and temporal

logics increasingly beyond local control. The history of this period has been one of

constant adaptation and at times confrontation in which new t€sources have appeared

and the values of old ones have been rcdefined. What appears globally as a history

of development and growing proqperity is from a local point of view one of constant

manoeuvre to maintain position in relation to a sffiing pattern of resources.

In Chapter 3 I used the graphic metaphor of a quadrilateral of powers to

represent the major manoeuvring parties. If we qplit this quadrilateral into its

component pairs, the parties internal to Ubud, the nouveau-richc and the puri and

those external, capital and government, then superimpose onto this diagram a second

quadrilateral of the resources over which they are manoeuvring: political,

economic/tourism, land and culturaVritud, it might look something like this.

Figure 9.1 Mandala of political-economic power
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The connecting lines re,present relationships of mutual interest and/or control

between parties and resources. What I have been refening to as Ubud may be seen

as the area of overlap of these elements and the sum of these lines. The more solid

the line, the stronger the link between like elements or the greater the control or

dominance of a party over a resource. The satisfying symmetry of this diagram is

intended not to demonstrate any encompassment of the dichotomy between

structuralism and political economy by the mystical logic of mandnla, but simply as

a mnemonic device to summarise aspects of my argument. It is this very symmetry

however which tends to obscure equally important assymetries in the relationships

of dominance it represents.

While tourism and land are critical resources in Ubud, interests in and contrcl

over both are dispersed among all parties. In the case of political resources once

again all parties have sufficient access to exert influence in specific instances but

Government control far outweighs these even in the short term. The example of the

BNR project however indicates that in the long term and in projects of sufficiently

large scale, the influence of translocal capital can sigfficantly influence the

application of government power.

In L1bud the most significant imbalance of power is in regard to the resource

of culturaUritual knowledge. While government legislation has dismembered the

traditional form of this resource, appropriating some parts and marginalising others

and the nouveau-riche sharc in it both as members of the local community and as

patrons effectively leasing a share in it, it remains the resource par excellence of the

puri, the jewel in their corporate crown, by virtue of a compelling historical

combination of political, eronomic and ritual associations. While I have argued that

L1bud is constituted by the totality of these relationships, it is this one which is

distinctive to LJbud, is the least obvious to casual observation and which enables the

puri to exert indirect influence on other elements in much the same way as

govemment's control over the political resource enables them to exert influence over

land and tourism. This reminds us that our diagram is, like all mandnln but a
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static/schematic "model of and for" (C.Geertz 1973d:93) realities more complex and

dynamic.

Puri and RituaUCultural Knowledge.

The network of rituaVcultural links between places and communities

throughout the upper Wos Valley appears in the form of the ensemble of a diverse

set of local practices and narratives. The purt appear in this ensemble as

descendants of the old kingdom which once nrled the area and as contemporary

patrons of ritual. The unity of the network can be found neither in precise

cartographic overlap between its elements nor in underlying functional or stnrctural

logic. It lies rather in the local knowledge embodied in and formed by the practices

and narratives.

This knowledge, fragmented through the ensemble and rarely explicit, is

however systematic and it links places, community and gods in much the same way

as they are explicitly linked in familiar Balinese institutions such as the houseyard,

the desa and less familiar ones such as the banun described by Reuter(1995). In this

case the links are more like I-ansing's water temple networks: a system of knowledge

dispersed through and hidden within an ensemble of practice and narrative. It is for

this reason that their unity is vaguely conceived by locals and has remained virtually

invisible to foreigners for over half a century, despite recognition of linkage between

certain elements. It is however this dimly conceived unity which attracted and kept

my interest and which was the source of the recognition by both locals and scholiars

with whom I discussed it and which gave me confidence to pursue it.

In the absence of a named institution, we are able to comprehend the unity

of this system of practice/knowledge through what I have referred to as nislwla

landscape. This concept crosses the categories visible to social science with those

of local understanding and provides an overall framework in which to locate a whole

range of practices linking places, communities and gods, whether embodied in the

form of named institutions or not.
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Although I argue that this concept is of use in understanding Balinese

socio/cultural practice in general, the qpecific form of the nisl@ln landscape of the

Wos Valley is not simply there by magrcal manifestation of some deep cultural

structure. It is the product of specific historical processes and it is here that the

dominant role of thepurtbe*omes apparent; from the founding of Sukawati, through

the wars and land acquisitions of the late nineteenth cenhrry, to their contemporary

programme of patronage. This role cannot be reduced to an assemblage of political'

economic and rituat components: the peculiar power of the puri hes in the way in

which it combines contemporary landhs[dings, tourism interests and patronage with

historical and mythological narratives, obligations to ancestral gods of place and

lineage, through identification with specific places, temples and sacred objects such

as barong. It is this linkage of place, community and gods into a system of

knowledge/practice which I approach thrcugh the metaphor of nislula landscape.

It is the integrity of this knowledge/practice which provides the realm of the puri,

their kingdom or negara, wffi the same credibility, the same spatiaUritual reality as

named institutions such as houseyard ot desa.

While houseyard and desa are clearly bounded and permanent entities the

realms of puri are less so: they are inherent$ indeterminate and fragile both qpatially

and temporally. They must be actively created, maintained and defended at both

sel<ala and nislata levels. The wars of the nineteenth century are testimony to this

at the former level and the ritual display described in C.Geertz's Negara was

intended as the means to the latter. While the evidence from nineteenth-century

Ubud provides little support for Geertz's hypothesis taken at face value, let alone the

priority of "pomp over power", its insights become ironically apposite to Ubud as

the twentieth century approaches the twentyfirst.

puri Ubud have long since lost the direct political power they once held over

the Wos Valley and their diminished but still significant landholdings provide them

no longer with control over local manpowerbut with an ordinary economic resouroe'

a form of capital whose cunency is greater in the marketplace of the world economy

than in any local system of exchange. While these resources are large by local
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standards, they are sufficient to make the pui only relatively minor players in the

political and economic arena of Bali and very minor ones at the level of Indonesia.

It is their use of their unique control over the local culturaUritual resource which has

enabled them to, at least partially, transcend these limitations.

What Puri LIbud are doing in the Wos Valley is constnrcting a kind of neo-

negara of hearts and minds through appropriation of this body of local knowledge:

a base of political affiliation recruited on the basis of a combination of remembered

traditional obligation and shared ritual responsibility. While ostensibly helping local

communities by advising, organising and economically sponsoring ritual

undertakings, the pari is also gaining a degree of ownership and control over the

work involved, be it a barong, a temple or a ceremony and thus becomes associated

with the gods of the place itself. Because of the superior intellectual resources to

which the puri have access, traditions of deference and the obligations of clientship,

the purt is then in a position to research, interpret, expliain and pubtsh local mytho-

history and the meanings of temples and ritual. In other words they have privileged

access to the elements of local knowledge embedded in ritual practice and narrative.

While most of this knowledge occurs at the very local level of villages or

temples, the puri have a broader regional perspective and ambitions. Like me they

have an interest not only in the knowledge embedded in practice but in linking the

elements of local practice/knowledge into a network or system. This became

apparent in the villagss through the mantra-like reply when my questions shifted

from practice to knowledge, from the village to the network or simply became too

dfficult or tedious: "we don't know anything here - ask that cokorda in Ubud.. It
was also apparent in discussions withpun members who were at pains to emphasise,

with varying degrees of historical and ethnographic accuracy, the inherent unity of

the area and their place in it.

While my interest is in discovery of system, that of the purt is in creating it.

The lectures which Ck.AS detvers to communities assembled in yillage temples,

restored and enlarged beyond recognition for ceremonies on a scale they have never

before performed, locate their village, temples, gods and stories in the framework
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of a grander vision of regional landscape and mytho-history in which the puri is

firmly embedded as a unifying element. This vision is recorded for the literate in

the books which Ng.O.Supartha is commissioned to write. It was the publication of

these books in the months between my visits n t994 and 1996 which made it clear

to me that the puri andl were working on opposite sides of the same project: the

system of practice/knowledge I was busy trying to discover was the very one they

were busy trying to create by approptrtiog, reinterpreting and connecting its

component parts.

The Economics of Negara-building

Patronage of this kind doe.s not come cheap: the rare timbers, qpecial

thatches and gold-leaf used in temple-building are expensive by any standard and the

construction methods and decoration are extremely labour-intensive, as is the work

involved in preparing for major ritual. Pui contibutions to routine daru pwiaare

listed publicly and in major temples around Ubud usually appear at the top of the list

with figures of Rp.1m(illion). to Rp. 5m. While their involvement in temple

renovations and major ceremonies throughout the Wos Valley is highly visible, the

financial details of their contributions are less so. The total budgets for these

projects are, according to members of the communities involved and from

comparison with other projects of known Price, often of the order of Rp.2OOm. and

in some cases run to over Rp.500m. Pnn contributions to these are paftly disguised

in the form of qponsorship of a particuliar shrine, pavilion or other component, or the

provision of skilled labour for parts of the task. Ircal estimates of direct financial

contributions run as high as 50% in communities with relatively litfle access to cash.

The highest specific estimate of which I have heard directly is Rp.150m. of a total

budget of Rp.310m.

This money comes from the conversion of capital resources such as land or

the profits from tourism and other enterprises. There are virtually no direct material
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returns and the rationale for this expenditure is not altogether clear, even to locals.

The puri themselves present it as simply the proper business of purt: the solemn

fulfilment of the hereditary duty of legrtimate rulers to look after their people by

moral guidance, example and material assistance. It is this implied contract which

provides legitimation to their claim to elevated status at a selala level, while the

identification with local gods they achieve provides a nislwln seal of approval which

few would dare to question let alone brcak.

The majority of people in the Wos Valley and to a slightly lesser extent in

Ubud, concur with this explanation, even those who add qualifications and caveats.

A number of more economically astute observers in llbud seo, the puri as embarking

on the road to financial ruin walked by many a puri before through ritual excess as

well as less elevated modes of extravagance (Gerdin 1982:l4l-L44, McPhee

1947:55-57). A critical minority would welcome this as an end to feudal exploitation

but for most the possibility is a matter for concern, as they believe that the future

of Llbud is, like the past, inextricably linked with that of the purt. Others take a

more balanced view, acknowledging that the elevated status of the puri has no

natural basis but recognising nevertheless the historical reality that the privileges they

all enjoy as citizens of Ubud derive in large measure from their adherence to

tradition in which the existence and unique role of the purt plays a vital paft with

which they are reluctant to tinker.

The apparent lack of eronomic rationale is addressed by reference to the

natural Laws of nisknln *onorny according to which the greater the material sacrifice

entailed in ritual, the greater the nisl@ln merit accrued and thus the greater the

blessings which will ultimately return in the form of rewards in this world of sel<nln

forms. In other words there is a correspondence between logics of exchange at

seluln and nisl<ala levels. This correspondence is not however one of simple mutual

reflection. From a local point of view the relationship between the two is a

hierarchical one in which itis nislala exchange which determines the selcaln. From

the point of view of social science, the relationship is reversed and changed: it grants

to the selala not necessarily a determining role but a reality it denies the nislala.
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Within this view there are a number of variants which fall into three main categories:

those which see the nisluln as functionally related to material logic (I-ansing 1991)'

or as models of/for action in the world (c.Geortz I973d); those which see nislala

understandings as evidence of determinant logical stnrctures (Guermonprez 1990

Ottino 1995); and those in which the nist(atn is a "motivated misrecognition" of a

real world the order of which is actually determined by forces best described as

material or economic @ourdieu 1994, Greenwood 1989)'

We have seen (Ch.4) how local people shift attention from the material logic

of the symbiosis between tourism and ritual to a correqponding logic at the nisl(nlo

level, according to which tourists are not the cause of lJbud's prosperity but its

vehicles as the result of Ubud's ritual excellence. A similar logic is applied to the

role of the purt: critical perspectives upon their privileged status are subordinated to

deference to the nistatn foundations and legitimation of this status, once again

diverting attention from the (lack of) economic logic in their progf,amme of

patronage.

I-ocal thick anecdote is unanimous that the programme of patronage is paid

for quite simply by the proceeds from sales and leases of land. While I do not have

access to the internal financial records of the puri, the public records of land

transactions tend to confirm this consensus. In those for Kedewatan, the village

most frequently mentioned in relation to pui land sales and in which land

overlooking the Ayung Gorge has enjoyed the most qpectacular inflation, names of

previous owners are not recorded until 1975. In the years 1976-t978, apart from

land redistributed under landreform laws, purt members sold 32 blocks ranging in

size from less than one-tenth ha. to 1.5 ha.. It is possible that some of these were

"dummy sales" of the kind described in Chapter 7, but in 1980 the name of a

col<ordn prominently involved in the programme of patronage appears for the frst

time and in l98l he made two sales of over 1.3 ha. and in 1982 3.6 ha. and 4.1ha.

The records of the sedalnn referred to in Chapter 2 also record a consistent pattern

of transfer of land out of purt hands since the 1950s. While some of this was
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obviously associated with landreform,large sales since around 1980 were probably

not.

Other purt memfurs have utilised the land resource differently. Firstly the

records do not show leases of land which have become more popular than and almost

as lucrative as sales in recent years. Secondly some puri have established their own

tourism enterprises, such as hotels, restaurants and whitewater rafting on their land,

often in partnerships with outside investors in which their own capital contribution

has been the land itself. Such enterprises, without loans to service, can return high

profits.

Some of the proceeds from these various uses of land are utilised in

conventionally capitalist ways through reinvestment in further enterprises or for

increased levels of personal consumptibnr. Substantial amounts however are

diverted to ritual and/orpatronage. What Puri Llbud are doing is sacrificing material

resources within a cultural context in which they receive in exchange the non-

material goods of supernatural merit and socio-cultural prestige. There is nothing

particularly mysterious or unusual about this: it is the universal form of patronage,

"...a kind of 'politics of reputation' in which a good name is conferred in exchange

for adherence to a certain form of conduct" (Scott 1985:185). There are however,

here and I suspect elsewhere, morc than reputations at stake and the exchange is as

much economic as political. The "fom of conduct" involved consists of substantial

economic outlay and the supernatural merit acquired in addition to the good name,

creates the appearance of a conventional ritual exchange with the gods.

This patronage is clearly an act of exchange and as Mauss (1990:3) insists of

exchange (and Balinese economic theory agrees) it must, if the relationship involved

is to be sustainable, be (or at least appear to be) reciprocal. The giver must receive

something in return and the receiver must give. From a local point of view this

requirement is satisfied at a material level by the respect and obedience of the client

'. The puri garages provide an ever-changing insight into current
Indonesian taste in automobiles and I have been told that one of the more
reliable indicators of the real-estate market in lllcud is in the brand of
cigarettes being smoked by a parEicular cokorda.
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villages and at a nislwln one by the beneficence of the deities involved. I would

argue however that the respect and obedience of a few villages is in itself inadequate

return for the outlay involved and that the nislala rewards may (with due respect

to both the people and the deities involved) obscure/reflect a further level of material

reciprocity. In other words there is an imbalance in the face-value exchange:

between the massive investment involved and the returns in the form of a magico-

moral authority over a few dozen farming villages which does not seem to &mount

to very much in either the globalised economy of tourism or the political arena of

modern Indonesia.

To move beyond the choice between uncritical acceptance of the local

ideology at face value and this apparent lack of political-economic logic we need to

sffi to a picture of larger scale and longer duration. Pierre Bourdieu (1994:.173),

writing of a similarly obscured interface between gift and monetary exchanges in

North Africa, and drawing upon both Mauss and Marx (and perhaps unwittingly

C.Geertz 1960:227,1963:106) refers to non-material assets like the nen-negara of

the Wos Valley as "symbolic capital" and argues for an all-inclusive "economics of

practice" in which material and symbolic capital are "undifferentiatedu and

"perfect(ly) interconvertible". While there are problems with Bourdieu's fonnulation

(Smart 1993) and I prefer not to adopt it here, it suggests the useful methodological

step of placing the qpecifics of locat practice in a larger analytic context as well as

the more specific insight that material resources are not being sacrificed altogether

but rather "converted' into or invested in other forms such as prestige and

obligation. As such they are not lost but remain as a resource which can be drawn

upon and re-utilised in different ways.

The resource in which the puri has invested in the Wos Valley consists firstly

of the reclaimed magico-moral authority over the former kingdom of Ubud and the

allegiance of dozens of villages and thousands of people. While this does not in

itself, as noted above, amount to very much in the larger political and eronomic

picture it is an area in which significant economic growth is likely in the decade to

come. It greater value however ties in its application in other places.
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lfts daily parade of petitioners at Puri Sarenkauh (see Ch.3) invariably

includes people from Ubud itself and from throughout thenetworklnegarafot whom

Llbud is the centre, not only of tourism and the new fonns of proqperity which come

with it, but of a realm defined in rituat terms. People come to Ubud also for

ceremonies, both to make offerings at temples of regional significance such as Pura

Gunung I-ebah, and as invited performers at puri-sponsored ritual, both public and

private, a form of ritual labour upon which the purt can call at will. People from

remote villages with whom the pui are involved on ritual projects are often found

at the puri whtch at times becomes a barong workshop. This constant flow of

people and activity, although substantially outnumbered by the flows associated with

tourism and commerce, serves not only to establish Ubud as a centre for these

people themselves and puri and pura as the centrcs of lJbud, but serves also as a

constant reminder to Ubud residents that they are part of a larger ritual realm and

that it is through the purt that this link is articulated. Certain more reflective puri

members lost no opportunity to remind me that their purpose in all of this, and

indeed their hereditary reqponsibility, is to deflect people's attention away from

tourism and making money toward working together as a community in the service

of the gods as they used to do in the past.

While the nen-negara of the Wos Valley creates and reinforces the idea of

Ubud as the centre of a local nislala landscape, the puri are busy plotting their

location and creating links across larger landscapes.

\ilider Nisluln Landscapes

Sukawati, Batur, Bali

Although by descent not the senior branch of the Sukawati lineage, their

economic position has enabled Puri Ubud to assume defacto precedence within the

clan. This precedence enables them to (re)claim a kind of symbolic authority over

the area once "owned" by Sukawati, between the rivers Ayung and Pakerisan from
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the sea to Mount Batur. They are prominent in ceremonies at Sukawati clan temples

throughout the area and have begun to involve themselves in ceremonies at Pura Er

Jeruk by the sea below Sukawati which is, in addition to its Sukawati origins (see

Ch.6), an important irrigation temple (Lansing t99l:62-64)'

pura Er Jeruk is at the downstream end of the original nislcnla landscape

staked out for sukawati by Balian Batur. The upstream end is of course Batur ieelf'

mountain, lake and temple. control over Pura Batur has remained largely in the

hands of a local non-aristocratic clan who allow neither puri nor pedanda to

encroach on their autonomy, preferring to make their own alliances directly with

Government and PHDI (Lansing t99l:73-94, Pitana 1995 Reuter t996:92-3, Surpha

1990). There are partial exceptions to this ntle, one being Puri LJbud who regularly

send substantial offerings and performers to ceremonies at Pura Bahrr and have a

more visible role at Banrr than other puri (Lansing 1991:89-91). Batur leaders are

also asked to provide certain ritual services in LJbud such as guidance in selection

of priests atlocal pasimpanganof Batur. While there are arguments which interpret

this relationship in terms of the historical dependence at both selcal'a afr nislula

levels of ubud upon Batur (see ch.6), the puri prefer to speak of the relationship in

terms of their hereditary jurisdiction over the nistwla landscape of sukawati'

Since the disintegration of Sukawati in the mid-eighteenth century, both

potitical control and symbolic precedence in this area have been contested between

its descendants and the rulers of the emergent kingdom of Gianyar (ch.6). The

combination of economic and cultural prominence of Puri LJbud are now such that

they cannot be ignored at a formal political level and while the leadership of the

district of Gianyar remained, until the early independence period, in the hands of

puri Gianyar and has since then nominally rotated among the various sub-districts,

the heads (bupat) since 1983 have been from Puri Ubud'

This shift of the centre of gravity of symbolic authority and the effectiveness

of the investrnent in ritual resources were recently tested on the occasion of a major

ceremony (Karya Agung Penyegieg Bhumi, t996) at Pura Samuan Tiga, an

important temple pre-dating either puri (Gianyar or LJbud) and situated at Bedulu,
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a village of independently ancient tradition but historically the site of conflicts

between Gianyar and Ubud/Sukawati. Both puri contributed to the ceremony in an

attempt to associate themselves with the nislwla power of the temple. When I
arrived at the climax (pnncak) of the ceremony important offerings in the form of

sacred dances were being performed by acol<orda from Llbud. An informant asked:

"So now you know which puri won the battle?'2

The most prominent manifestation of the emergent precedence of Puri Ubud

within the Sukawati clan is their renovation of the Sukawati family sub-temple

(Padharman Dalem Sukawa$ at Besakih in a style recognisable for its liberal use of
carving, red paint and gold leaf. It is this temple which stakes the claim of the clan

to descent frcm the Kepakisan dynasty of Gelgel and Klungkung who in turn have

a mytho-historical claim to jurisdiction over the entire nislwla landscape of Bali (see

genealogy, Appendix 6, Wiener 1995:73). Besakih is also paired with Batur as the

lalryangan of the twin gods of the twin mountains Agung and Batur, the former

male, associated with the mountain itself and with fire, the latter female and

associated with the waters of the lake within the mountain (I-ansing I99l:73-4, clf

Reuter 1995:92). By establishing their precedence in both these central peals of

nislula as well as selala landscape, Puri Ubud are seeking to locate themselves as

close as possible to the centre/top of the nislala landscape/mondala of the whole

island.

Ubud may have won this battle but I Buspect the war is not yet over.
Given the undoubted historical inqportance of thie temple and a local intention
to see its status as a major pan-Bali temple (Sad Katryangan) formally
(re)established, f would erq)ect both rival puri to be prepared to make
substantial further invegtments here over the next few years. Dana Punia
contributions were not listed publicly and while I have no record of the
material resourceE invested by Puri Ubud these were obviously significant and
were particularly evident in the extravagant ttbud-style restoracion of a
shrine with which they claim association. I would also venture the prediction
that. Ubud's future cl.aim t,o the tsemple wil-I involve mobiLising the regource
of the nearby former reeidence of the last king of Sukawati.

My knowledge of Bedulu, Pura Samuan Tiga and the polit,ics of thie
ceremony (Karya Penyejeg Bumi) ie largely anecdotal, buE representg the
consensus of a number of informed Eources. I an especialJ.y grateful- to Garret,
Kam for illuminating corunents reflecting his profoundly local knowledge.
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Wider Niskala LandscaPes

Semeru

The mythology which links Batur and Agung/Besakih is told in various forms

most of which concur that the two mountains originate from Mt.Mahameru in India

(Lansing 1991:86, Reuter 1996:92, Supartha 1992,:6, 1993:6, Surpha 1990:1-8,

Wiener 1995:102). This mountain is identified in contempomry nislwla landscape

with Mt.Semeru in East Java, a symmetrical votcanic cone of astonishing Fuji-like

beauty and the highest peak of a massif which dominates the landscape in which the

thirteenth-century Hindu empire of Majapatrit was located. It is thus multiply

associated with the origins of Bali-Hinduism and is the pre-eminent sacred site in the

Hindu landscape of all Indonesia.

The circumstances of history made pilgrimage there impracticable for most

Balinese until very recently. The presence of the god of Semeru was however

invoked at ceremonies of the very highest order in Bali, such as Eka Dasa Rudra at

Besaki and Panca wali Kmma at Batur. ck.Agung sukawati was, along with a

high priest from Batur, part of a delegation which took symbolic images of the god

back to Semeru after the Eka Dasa Rudra in 1963 (Hilbery 1979:5$. At this time

there was no Hindu shrine let alone temple at the mountain. There were however

substantial communities in the mountains who adhered to old beliefs and practised

forms of ritual recognisably Hindu but were surrounded, outnumbered and culturally

marginalised by the Muslim plain-dwellers (Ilefner 1985)'

Since then Semeru has begun to undergo a transformation in Balinese

imagination from a location in mythical landscape into a place of practical

pilgrimage. Major temples began to collect holy water @rttn) from a spring at the

foot of the mountain to bring back to Bali for major ceremonies. At some stage the

local branch of PHDI purchased a plot of twelve are in the village of Sendoro and

erected a simple hall for their monthly gatherings while planning construction of a

temple. In 1991 a group of Balinese became interested in the idea of developing a

more substantial temple on the site. Prominent among this group were the high
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priest (Iero Gede) of Batur and Ck.AS of Puri Ubud as well as Brahmana priests,

a wealthy businessman and Ng.O.Supartha. The government of Bali became

involved also and the public were invited to contribute darw pwia. A committee

(panitia) was formed n 1992 to formalise this alliance between the local Hindu

community and Balinese knowledge, experience and political and economic power.

A further 68 are of adjacent land was purchased and plans begun for a temple in

grand Balinese style.

The ensuing developments are already the subject of an emerging mythology.

There were obstacles it is said, at both sekaln and nislwla levels including anislaln

tiger resident on the land and resistance from the resident non-Hindu community.

Permits were difficult to obtain and Ck.AS and a local Hindu leader were at one

stage arrested for commencing work without a permit.

Among the businosses which clustor around the temple the most successful is
ownod by a one-armed Muslim 6sn. In the early stages of the development he wall one
of its strongest opponents. Then he had a mysterious accident and lost his arm. He
drew the appropriate conclusions from this and although still Muslim he is now one of
the strongest supporters of the temple and his material circumstances have prospered
accordingly.

Despite these obstacles the temple was built in six months, much of it by

experienced labour from the Ubud area, and its opening ceremonies were conducted

n 1992. Ck.AS clearly played a leading role in the organisation of the whole

project and it is widely believed that he also made a substantial contribution to the

Rp. 2,000 million costs3.

I witnessed the preparations for the annual anniversary ceremony n 1994

and 1996 both of which were carried out by teams working all over Bali but

appeared to me to be co-ordinated, and much of the actual work done at Pura Batur

A figure I have heard quoted ie Rp.400m. Public subscriptione had,
by mid-1996t exceeded Rp.103m. (Bal-i PoEt 12.6.96). The other main donor is
a wealthy businessman. Government and Parisada contributions are not known
but, it is a project in which both are like1y to have seen reason to contribute
substantialJ-y.

This account, is slmthesised from oral accounts in llbud and Sendoro as
well as from literary sources including PHDI (L992), Supartha (L992), panitia
Pura Semeru (1994). I am grateful also to Freek Bakker for generously sharing
the fruits of his own research on Pura Semeru.
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and various sites around ubud. ck.As was on both of these occasions, the chairman

(trctw) of the organising committee. In 1996 each dcsa adot n Kecamatan Ilbud

(and possibly further afielO was invited to send seven workers (pengaya$ to the

tempte and transport was arranged by Kabupaten Gianyar. For days before the

ceremony the street outside the puri was lined with buses and trucls loading people

and materials to go to Semerua.

Those who took advantage of the free tranqport tended not to be Ubud

residents, many of whom preferred to save time and use their own tranqport to attend

only the ceremony itself. I went by public transport and the people I met en route

tended to be from less affluent parts of Bali. It was the ability of the puri to call

upon the resource of ritual labour throughout their neo-negara which provided the

bulk of the worldorce at semeru, some of whom stayed for several weels. At the

ceremony itself it was people from the lJbud area who ran the huge temporary

kitchen and were the most prominent grcup from Bali. Among the Balinese

members of the committee, it is ck.As who is best known to the local Hindu

community and it is Ubud that features most prominently in their mental geography

of Bali.

The effects of this massive influx of Balinese expertise and wealth into the

area have been a boost to the local economy manifest in escalation of land prices and

a revival of Hinduism. Before the temple was built Hinduism was practised

discreetly if not covertly and there were frequent conversions, at least nominally, to

Islam. An ongoing intellectual exchange has now developed between Balinese and

local people which is said to be to be breaking down the mutual distnrst between

Muslims and Hindus and is certainly fostering a renewed self-confidence among the

Hindu community and there a.re re,ports of the tide of conversion turning the other

way.

Over the years he has been involved with the area, Ck.AS has once again

become an advisor and sponsor to local communities seeking to develop their

Bali is connectsed to ilava by a vehicle ferry although special permite
are required for inter-provincial wehicles'
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religious infrastnrcture and practices. During breaks in the 1996 ceremonies, he

journeyed, with other members of the committee to a village on the far side of the

massif which had requested assistance in the renovation of their temple. The

existing structure was, in the opinion of the experts, incorrectly sited and constructed

and they recommended complete reconstruction in proper form. There qras talk of
prefabricating the new temple in Bali and trucking it to the site for erection,

presumably with a substantial proportion of the costs being borne in Bali.

What is clear from this preliminary investigation of the area, is that Bali's

emergence as an economic power in Indonesia has provided it with the ability to

advance a Balinese cultural agenda beyond the physical shores of Bali. This is

carefully packaged not in ethnic or regional terms but in terms of development of a

legitimate religious tradition which can furthermore lay claim to association with the

greatest pan-Indonesian unity of the past. This is a theme to be developed with some

circumspection and I do not intend to pursue it here beyond noting that another of

Ck.AS' 1996 projects was the planning of a llindu temple on the site of the allegedly

oldest Hindu remains in Indonesia, at Kutai in East Kalimantans. From the point

of view of Ubud, the effect of all this offshore investment in cultural resources has

been to locate both Ubud and the purt n the centre of an ever-larger landscape of
pan-Indonesian Hinduism.

Resistance

While the beginnings of a Hindu renaissance in the Semeru region has caused

some unease among the local Muslim community it also raises the question of

cultural colonisation, a "Balinisation" or some would argue "fJbud-isation" of local

Hinduism. Balinese who have been to Semenr tend to speak with considerable

For an official Indonesian assessment of the historical statug of
Kutai see DepDikBud (L979260-62). Rita Kipp mentions that Balinese were
involved, through PHDI, in advising Karo Batak who were interested in having
their religion registered as Hindu in the mid-1980s (1993:246-251-) .
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respect of local religious practice, recognising that while it is different and in some

respects less elaborate than Balinese practice, it is in some way "deeper" (lebih

dalam) or more original than their own. I have not heard this view from puri

sources, but they claim to be very careful to await local initiative before offering

help and then providing it on terms defined by the local community. In most cases,

they said, the locals insist on foltowing Balinese models because they believe that

Bali is the true repository of their own forgotten traditions. What local opinion I

was able to discern tended to confirm this impression and that the overwhelming

response is of gratitude to their Balinese benefactors. Attitudes to the purt

throughout the Wos Valley are similar: a mixture of straightforward gratitude for

help with things they could not have achieved themselves and traditional

respect/deference toward the puri. What resistance there is to the puri and its

programme comes not from its village clients either in the mountains of East Java

or the Wos Valley but from closer to home.

Among the aspects of "Indonesian tradition" which the government has been

at most pains to conserve are values associated with respect for authority and

restraint of individual and minority interests in favour of larger collective ones'

Indonesian tradition however also includes deep-rooted values of local egalitarianism

and popular traditions of criticism, resistance and dissent (Warren 1993:.7-18'122-

112). These take fonns including the universal "weapons of the weak" catalogued

by Scott (1935); a lively satirical element in popular drama; and such specifically

Balinese strategies as the "disruption of death ceremonies" as an act of disrespect and

revenge (Warren t993:79-84). I have referred above (Ch.7) to the turbulent

passage of the corpse of an unpopular colrorda to its place of cremation in Ubud'

That of his most hated henchman, it is said, was dragged through the mud'

Likewise a particularly comrpt caflnt was once pelted with bottles as he addressed

a public meeting and had to flee for his life and take shelter nthe puri. On a larger

scale the controversies surrounding BNR and other mega-projects zuggests tbat there

are limits to Balinese tolerance, especially when religious values are threatened.
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Deqpite the dominant culture of consensus and politics of apoliticism (Ch.7),
there are in LJbud critics of the pui. While these come frcm a surprisingly broad
spectrum of the population, the more daring irmong them tend to be from the
emergent middle class, whose economic and/or educational status provides them with
a platform for critical opinion. Even amongst this group there are few who will air
such opinions publicly and even privately their criticisms are careful and qualified.
Because of this general reticence I will restrict this discussion to identifying the

main points of a common refrain which targets eqpecially the programme of
patronage6.

The frst is a generalised disapproval of a perceived extravagance of the
scale and style of ritual performance and temple architecture. It is seen an

ostentatious self-aggrandisement on the part of its promoters rather than as evidence

of deep religious sentiment. The second concerns its economic effects: that these

projects create a significant economic burden upon whole communities in the short
term, that they threaten to banknrpt the puri itself and that maintenance of them to
an appropriate standard may be an even greater burden on generations to comez.

The third concerns inequality: that while the puri and certain prominent individuals

contribute large amounts, they also reap all the rewards in terms of prestige while
a disproportionately large burden of the costs distributed through communities falls
upon those least able to afford it. The fourth point concerns the way in which these

projects are represented to people as a collective enterprise for the common good

and/or higher religious pu{pose. This either deludes people into underestimating the
costs involved or coerces them into agreement for fear of being thought deficient in

This "refrain, sumrnarises the opinions, -heard over a period of manymonths from a truly surnrising diversiry- of p"oir-.--r.,h;;-;"; Eirgcing-J;itle opinions erq)ressed was the conmonaiity bt tne rnain tnemes, aespite thedivergent socio-economic statuses or. the spLarers. Arthougtr ini" 
"orr"titutesa kind of . pubric secret which forms ; r".""r"ry part of a barancedrepresentation of ubud, it is not appropriate to pres6nt iE in terms morespecific than this.

oesgite an official ideorogy that the appropriate lever of rituarperformance is in accord with economic circumstan-&s -or tne gr"Lp involved,there.is-a deep-rooted belief that once any ritual hag u"E""p"itormed ag acertain level it is inauspicious to later p-erformed at a reduced level.
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communal or religious spirit. Fifthly the qpeakers invariably qualified their remarks

by making clear that their objections were not to either ritual development and

expenditure, nor to the existence and leading role of the pui, or even to

institutionalised inequality. What they were unhappy about was the excess and

consequences of the former and misuse of the latter. Finally, in most cases they

referred to the undesirability of airing such concerns in public.

Similar views are echoed more vociferousty by people who do not live in

Ubud and have less need for circumspection. In an article entitled uAfter the power

and prestige of Balinese puri is lost" a Denpasar newqpaper (Nusa 14'4'96)

chronicles a series of alleged land-tenure abuses committed by various puri ncludng

Ubud and quotes a number of leading Denpasar intellectuals of whose opinions the

title is a summary.

The purpose of these tabloid-style revelations is not to cast aspersions upon

the name of the puri or its members but to draw attention to the fact that what I have

presented as a hegemony over cultural resources is not only balanced by the control

which other parties have over other resources but is itself dependent upon popular

consent. While this consent is built upon a foundation of traditional and nislula

legitimation it is inherently fragile and the puri have timited means to enforce it in

the long term. people with whom I discussed issues of inequality often took pains

to emphasise the mutuality of the relationship between purt and people and the

underlying nislalabargain which neither would "dare to break". one friend, whom

I thought of as holding fairly conservative opinions, put it more blunfly: "the puri

are more afraid of the people than we are afraid of the PUfi" , implying that the real

dependency is the reverse of the apparent. This I think is a further reason why the

purt areprepared to invest so heavily in a neo-negara of hearts and minds , at least

for as long as the consent is forthcoming.
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Inequality and Access to Resources

This discussion of resistance and dissent brings us to a further theme raised

in Ch.3 but not systematically pursued: of the emergence of new forms of economic

and social inequality. Visitors in the 1930s noted with approval the virtual absence

of beggars in Bali (Covamrbias 1994:13). The streets of Kuta, the site of the

greatest tourism success story and the wealthiest village in Bali, is also the place in

which one can now find the most beggars and the development of two new kinds of

poverty. One is the poverty of the rural poor who come to Kuta in search of work

and prosperity but find themselves at the bottom of a new set of relations of

production in which their only marketable asset, their labour is not valued

sufficiently highly to provide any more than the barest of livings and they find

themselves supporting the prosperity of others rather than achieving much of their

own. The other new poverty is that of local residents who for various reasons,

mostly lack of land, have not been able to benefit significantly from the tourism

boom, can no longer afford to live in their home villags and have had to seek new

livelihoods elsewhere.

The only beggars in ubud are a couple of persons of unsound mind who have

been living on the streets for years. Neither of the new forms of poverty are as

developed as in Kuta but the systematic inequality of which they are symptoms is

there. We have discussed at various points the inequalities of land ownenhip, the

arrival of immigrant labour, the power of the puri and nouveau riche and the

progressive of local control to outside capital and government. I introduced also the

notions that traditional sociaVritual organisation serves as a system of management

of economic resources and that these had inbuilt tendencies toward equality or at

least placed certain limits upon individual accumulation of assets.

The transformation of the economic and political orders has sffied much of

the control over resources out of the sphere of adnt into the hands of government

and new economic interests withthe pun using the unique strategies described above

to maintain a degree of control. While this sffi has allowed people outside the pui
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to accumulate on a scale not possible before, it has also resulted new kinds of

disadvantage for others. This system of relative advantage is determined primarily

by access to cefiain resources which facilitate entry into new qpheres of economic

opportunity. These include monetary capital, foreign languages, contacts with

patrons both foreign and local and, as we have seen from the cases of P, MK and

PD (Ch.3), the less tangible asset of ability to see opportunity and work

systematically towards it. The two resources par excellerrce however are land and

culture. We have discussed the control the puri have exercised over the latter and

the uses to which they have put it. I-and has been a theme played in minor key

through this work. The task remains to bring it to the fore once again and review

its significance.

Land

The change, both quatitative and quantitative, in the value of land has been

one of the great transformations of this story. Land was understood traditiona[y to

be the property of the gods and human rights to use of it for residence or production

conditional upon fulfilment of ritual obtgations. At the beginning of the twentieth

century Ubud was rich in land but much of it was dispersed over a wide area and

was under the direct control of the puri. The ritual obligations thus fell upon both

village communities both dhectly and as a result of the pzru transfening a portion

of such obligation to their clients and tenants. This provided the puri with the basis

of a system of taxation and corvee labour - a system of control over manpower

which was the basis of political power.

The Dutch inherited this system and gradually replaced the puri as the

beneficiary of an increasingly repressive system of taxation. They also initiated a

system of registration of land based upon European notions of exclusive individual

ownership. These had the effect, in Ubud as elsewhere, of transferring substantial

amounts of land from small-holders to large landlords. After Independence the first
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Indonesian government reduced taxation levels on productive land and introduced a

series of measures designed to reduce inequalities of access to productive land.

These culminated in the landreform redistribution of the 1960s. In the process the

legislation introduced, notably UIJPA 511960, created a framework for conversion

(konversi) of land from adnt control to individual private ownership. Tourism and

the general economic transformation of the subsequent decades have resulted in land

being treated much more as a commodity and a resource for investnent rather than

production and massive inflation of land-values has followed.

The subsequent New Order government has supported this trend, stressing

certain aspects of previous legislation, and introducing new legislation, particularly

VU 51t979, designed to progressively free land from the constraints of adnt, open

up access to it and facilitate its treatnent as a commodity, while simultaneously

modifying the land taxation system to take maximum advantage of the increases in

value resulting from these changes. At present they are encouraging people through

television advertising to "secure" their land by having it registered, thereby removing

the last traces of adat control and converting it into a taxable and saleable

commodity.

This has rezulted in changes in relationships with land which appear to local

people to stand the natural order upon its head. One of the prime determinants of

wealth in Llbud is land yet ordinary citizens of Ubud cannot afford to buy or even

own land in LJbud. [,and along gorges which formerly had the lowest value is now

worth more than prime riceland. The most lucrative use of rice-land is to sell it and

live off the interest rather ttran to produce rice on it. Finally, apart from its direct

use as the prime resource for tourism enterprise, it is land which is used by the purt

to pay for its investrnent in cultural resources.
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Land, Puri aind Ritual

When I anived in 1996 I heard a rumour about plans for a new resort

complex which was to be constnrcted, like the BNR project, around a decorative

centre,piece. In this case the centrepiere was to be a complete, living, traditional

village complete with temples and ricefields and free of televisions, mototbikes and

plastic bags. This idea is not as novel as it may sound. The government

experimented in the 1980s with a project to develop a series of planned tourism

villages (Desa Wlsua) in which traditional forms and practices would be consciously

conserved (uGM lgg2). Likewise there are in the south of Lombok a couple of

villages of alarming material squalor in which any architectural change has been

forbidden by decree to preserve their value as tourist attractions'

Theplan about which I heard in Bali was to be developed on an extraordinary

piece of land; an island a kilometre or so long formed by the natural division of

river. Although only a few kilometres from Llbud, it had been substantially isolated

from development since a former village was abandoned long ago' During the 1950s

and 60s it is said to have been a stronghold of politicat dissent. Since then many of

its residents transmigrated to Sulewesi and it has been used only by a few tenant

farmers for growing coconuts, sweet potato and other dryfield cropsE' The landlord

of these farmers is a branch of puri Ubud but the stahrs of the land is not altogether

clear.

Farmers I spoke to regarded it as their land, granted to their ancestors by the

purt, but acknowledge that they do not have proper certificates (senipilwt) for it'

T\e puri concerned, on the other hand regard it as their land to diqpose of as they

choose. The land fatls within the vast sweep which ubud won from Negara and

appears to have been under nominal puri c,ontrol ever since with tenants expected to

submit a share of harvests to the puri. The residents however seem to have resisted

Transmigration in this context refers
of governrnent-sp-onsored movement (transmigrasi)
areas to underPoPulated ones-

to a strictlY sekala Process
of people frbm overPoPulated
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this control and some refused to render the required tribute. Around 1945 the

sednlnn persuaded many of them to give him the records of ta,r payment (pipil)

which constituted their only claim to title and which have not been seen since.

Subsequent sedehan have found these people difficult to deal with and the most

successful was one who adopted a policy of considerable flexibility on the matter of

rents and later on lnndreform.

At the time of lmdreform the whole area was found to be registered, as laba

pura of a private temple of the puri. Designations of Inba pura at this time were

limited to one hectare but the head of this branch of the puri had the foresight to

register much larger areas some years before. This particular temple is said to have

had some 60 ha. much of it on this island. The tenants questioned this at the time

of lndreform and the case went to the central committee who nrled in favour of the

puri. In late 1995 an area of over200 ha. listed as labapuraof this temple was

converted, registered and certificated.

This conversion coincides with reports of a sale of the island to a Japanese-

financed consortium which subsequently fell through in the wake of a celebrated

financial scandal, with the de,posit retained by the puri. Aftsr this the puri entered

into a new joint-venture deal with a major international hotel chain to develop the

rumoured resort. It is the proceeds of these two deals which are said to have paid

for much of the latest round of ritual redevelopment.

The use of laba pura for private commercial purposes appears to contradict

the provisions of IILIPA 511960 and certainly affronts the sensibilities of many

Balinese who regard it as land set aside purely for the maintenance of the temple

concerned. One of the most controversial public issues of 1996, for the same

reasons, was the attempt by one of the major puri in Denpasar to sell or lease land

which was arguably laba pura at Pecatu, on the Bukit Peninsula, for the construction

of a resort hotel.

Regardless of the outcome of the controversy this story illustrates three

things. The first is the importance of land, or more correctly legally enforceable

rights to it, as the primary resource conferring economic power. The second is the
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way in which government policy has facilitated the commodification of land and has

favoured those best positioned to establish legal rights to it. The third is the way in

which the resource of commodified land can be exchanged and re-invested in other

resources such as ritual status. Fourthly and finatly is the way in which itisthe puri

who are uniquely positioned to take advantage of this combination of resources.

MYstification

This work began with an account of the development of tourism and has

continued as an excavation of other and earlier dimensions of economic, social and

political change. We have at times touched upon the ways in which these changes

have been rcpresented. In Chapter I discussed the way in which people sought to

explain economic change not in its own terms but those of under$ing ritual

causation. In Chapter 4 I introduced the idea that Balinese ritual is itself founded

upon a notion of reciprocal exchange across the boundary between seleal"a andnislwla

realms but that this exchange is disguised or obscurcd by an ideology which prcsents

it as disinterested sacrifice. In chapter 7 we touched briefly on the way in which

art, especially painting, obscures rather than addresses social, economic and political

inequality and conflict. In Chapter 8 we examined the way in which rituals dirccted

to the well-being of defined domains seem to misrepresent the wider, even global

economic, and for that matter ecological, processes by which well-being is

maintained. We noted also in this chapter that the role of labour in production is

disguised by the emphasis on ritual work. In other words it would appear that there

is, at the heart of Balinese ritual practice, an element of what could be described as

self-deception or self-mystification.

This seemed to me a useful insight toward understanding the way in which

Balinese are dealing with the scale and pace of change in their society, but I had

difficulty persuading Balinese to take it seriously. When I presented this idea to a

mixed audience of Balinese and foreign academics at the conference referred to
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previously (Ch.z fln 5) in Denpasar in mid-1996, the results were illuminating.

While the majority of foreigners present seemed to feel that I was saying something

important about Balinese culture, the Balinese themselves received it with a mixture

of bafflement and polite disapproval. I was left wondering whether this was

evidence of the rightness or the wrongness of my hypothesis. I proceed therefore

with caution and with due reqpect for both the sensitivities and the greater local

knowledge of my Balinese colleaguese

The idea that Bali is in danger from tourism and general over-development

is not new, having been both a refrain of concerned foreigners since the 1920s and

a growing sub-theme of informed local opinion. The majority of people however,

at least in Llbud, seem able to persuade themselves that everything is going to be

okay or perhaps to justify their inability to do anything about a pace and scale of

development which is now beyond their control. There are suggestions in the works

of Nash (1979) and Taussig (1980) that apparently bizarre religious practices, far

from being the "opiate of the people", can in fact be disguised critiques of changing

economic and social orders. In Ubud religion seems to have the opposite effect - at

best enabling people to live with change, at worst diverting their attention from the

effects of that change. I will provide two brief examples.

While the gross effect of economic change has been an overall increase in

prosperity, this has come at a price of widening inequality within Ubud and a

progressive loss of local control over the process. The great rituals sponsored by

the puri address the matter of community well-being but at a collective level which

obscures the inequality with which that well-being is distributed within the

community. The scale and expense of the rituals themselves place a disproportionate

burden upon those least advant^ged by the changes yet they acquiesce gracefully in

the interest of collective well-being and respect for the gods. Secondly these rituals

WhiIe Balinese intellectuals have €rn insatiable appetite for
discussion of the cultural development of their island and generally welcome
foreign researchers, Eome have developed an understandable weariness of being
told by foreigm rre>cf)ertsrr, not all of them well-informed, what is "reallyugoing on in Bali.
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address the well-being as if it is all generated and contained within the community;

once again obscuring the roles of government and other outside interests in the

process. They are financed in large measure by money from wider economic

spheres and often enjoy government subsidy yet their ideological effect is to persuade

people that their well-being depends primarily upon the quality and quantity of their

own adherence to ritual practice and the ideas of causation and social order

embedded in it.

Tourisn and the niskala landscaPe

We began with a concern to understand the relationship between tourism and

tradition in llbud, so often the subject of a presumed opposition in both local and

scholarly thought (Ilauser-Schaublin 1995:8). It has been one of the consistent

themes of this work that their appearance as se,parate worlds is illusory and that they

are fundamentally interdependent in various ways'

The most obvious link is a bottom line of the most material kind: the

correlation between increasing incomes from tourism and increasing levels of rinral

expenditure. That the forms of tradition, including ritual, ate a major tourist

attraction is well-known and tourism is obviously the source of the revenues which

pay for a1 this ritual renaissance. Tourism and ritual seem to be good for each other

but not, according to local thought, through any direct system of investment and

return. The evidence of this lies in the almost complete absence of commercial

exploitation of ritual in Ubud and in the massive investment in ritual in places as

remote from foreseeable tourist routes as Semenr and Kutai.

There is indeed a connection but between investment in ritual and the

prosperity brought by tourism but is understood as occurring not directly but via

nistatnprocesses of transformation. nitual well performed is pleasing to the gods

who are moved to respond with generosity. Tourism is, like the fecundity of the

earth itself, and like the Dutch envoy who once presented a rhinoceros to the ruler
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of Klungkung (Wiener 1995:71), merely a vehicle for the delivery of the bounty of
the gods. It is clearly therefore in the interests of all who benefit from tourism to

follow the traditional requirement of performing all necessary ritud to the very best

of their ability.

In the case of the puri it is not only their own tourism interests but the well-

being of the whole realm to which they lay claim that is at stake, so not only is the

scale of the ritual to which they are committed greater but the stakes are higher.

With the loss of the direct political and economic control they once held, the main

legitimation of their elevated socio-ritual status lies in their being seen to maintain

the well-being of the realm. While this means ostensibly maintaining tradition and

performing ritual, the proof of how well they are doing it lies in the results - the

well-being which flows into the realm from the gods, which at present takes the form

of tourism.

Despite this perception of the mechanism involved, tourism is not of course

a passive participant in the process, nor even a monolithic category. It is a complex

transnational industry involving govemments, individuals and capitalist enterprises

of every scale, each promoting specific interests. Those involved with tourism in

Llbud have, for over half a century, shown a remarkable consensus that the resource

upon which their enterprise is based is a perceived "traditional culture". This culture

itself is but a series of manifestations, agricultural, artistic and other of a body of

ritual knowledge/practice which in local understanding is the real work underlying

the process. It is at this level, rather than in any crude equation of tourist dollars

with the scale of ritual performance that the relationship between tourism and ritual

is to be found.

As Michel Picard has pointed out (Ch.3) any presumed separateness between

"Balinese culture" and "tourism" is increasingly difficult to sustain as tourism

becomes "a process transforming Balinese society from the inside". I have tried here

to avoid these terms, concentrating instead upon what seem to me to be the

empirically "compelling concerns' (Wikan 1990:38) of life in Ubud, demonstrating
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in the process some of the ways in which these concerns cross the analytic

boundaries of culture and tourism.

One example of this was the story of a gotong royong work session at

Campuan (Ch.4) in which the mythological and historical significance of the place,

a problem of local intercommunity politics, and development of a tourism resource

were brought together in a project involvingpuri, governrnent and local community

in a way which deliberately evoked past traditions of collective labour. The story

of Ubud, of the long love-affair the world has had with it, its organised reqponse to

tourism and my exploration of the Wos Valley all begin at Campuan, so it perhaps

appropriate to conclude with one last image from there.

When I returned in 1996 to pick up where I had teft off in my search for the

meaning of Rsi Markandeya's journey up the Wos Valley one of the first people I

sought out was the member of the puri who lived at Campuan, had organised the

gotong-royong and who shared my interest in the networks of the valley' Before I

left in 1994 hehad begun rebuilding the modest hotel on his land and we had talked

vaguely of a collaborative research project. When I returned he proudly showed me

around the new hotel which was of a scale and grandeur I had never envisaged and

presented me with a brochure, an expensive glossy production subtly mimicking old

rice-paper. In it I found the following story:
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Centunes aqo. a hol! man from lnrlia. rt1'l

.llarkandtasa\r.a dislanl liqhl rtsine from

the earth to the sk\ and returning aqain' So.

Rcl oreanize,l a larqe group ol men and

\ronen t0 find tht' place $'hich ras. lhe/

source of thr liehi. On this lirst iourne! he

found uiai is nol| the bcautilul island of Bali.

Bl'the lime REi and thq searih partl eten-

tualll found ttie place of the light in the cen'

tral mountatns of'Bali. much of thr: group

had died. So Rqr ieturned onco aeain to Java

and formed let anolher etoup of men.and ' '

. \romen to find Besakih a'qarn and rhis lime

'lo 
LJurld a sacred tt'nl[|le on lhe sitr-

-On the'purne). Rqi \ras ted to-stop and medi' .

'. nte at a place rrherertuo ri\ers mft. lt $as

at Campuhan {$htch acurall-v means uit'rb

,ro rir?rs oeetl lhat Rqi r\larkandl'a re'

cened the inspiralioF he needbd on hou to

buikt rhat ,s noo on. of rhe mosr ievered

' and lrautiful temples in all the $o?Id..

- Campuhan hls conlinued to be a source oi

tight and indpiration.for manli allracling

' artisl and musicians of.u'orldlUide n0loriety
t

. such as llitter Sples. Rudotl Bonnet Cotln

\ llacphee and toel Couard. ' i. '

Jo maik this place of holy inspirqtion. a small

temple $as built on-.tle banks of 
'Campuhan

and lhe land granled io,the r0yal lanily.of

, ' 
the tdtn near'Campr'rhan. L'bud. Ubud means

'ineCicine in Balinpse and refers t0 the lieal-

. ing pose'r ol this mosl sacitil grorind-

Tiokorda.Raka of th} Llbti Rova) lamilv has 
.

'. had a dream of opening up this land anl

' shariog the reiu\"nating'liie of this placA

$ith uisitors of othet culturcs, - .

Figure 9.2 Rsi Markandeya
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When I had sufficiently recovered from my alarm at having what I saw as a

prime ethnographic resource, a layer of the nislaln landscape itself, appropriated

before I had a chance to publish it and, adding insult to injury, recycled as tourism

advertising, I began to reflect upon what was going on. The "appropriation" was

by a local person who has known the story for years, has some hereditary claim

upon the knowledge involved and who makes his living in the tourist industry as a

purveyor of goods and services, material and cultural. The form in which the local

knowledge was recycled is (I believe) the work of a visiting American journalist or

copywriter and the story of Rsi Markandeya is now, like Pura Tanah Lot, part of the

resource upon which the cultural tourism industry is built. What I saw as a

rituauethnographic t€source, the puri use as a rituaupolitical fssource and yet others

see as a ritual/tourism resource. As with the process of fieldwork itself' with the

alternative history of Negara and with the neo-negara of the wos valley, it is no

straightforward matter to separate knowledge from practice, or culture frcm

economy, or the domain of tourism from those of tradition and anthropology'
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CHRONOLOGY

LTLO Beginning ofSukawati
l77O Sukawati power shifts to Gianyar

1772 First Puri Ubud established

1782 Present Puri Ubud established

1834 Arrival of Mads Lange at Kuta

1843 Destruction of PaYangan

1846 First Dutch expedition against North Bali

1849 BtlaSllshment of Dutch de in North Bati 1856

Death of Mads Lange

1874 Ck.Rai Barur dofeats Mongwi
Ubud's rise to Power begins.

1883 GianYar wars begin

1885 Rise of Nogara

1891 Destruction of Mengwi

1891 Ubud alliance defeats Negara

1893 Ubud annexes Pejeng

1894 Durch annexation of Lombok and Karangasom

1900 Capitulation to Dutch of Gianyar

1906 Badung and Tabanan fall to Dutch

1908 Bangli and Klungkung fall to Durch

1909 First tourist promotion of Bali

lglT Puri Campuan dostroyed by earthquake'

1919 Death of Ck. Gede Sukawati'

1922 Colonial tax system revised

1925 KPM tourist office opens in Buleleng'

1927 Walter SPies arrives in Ubud'

1928 Bali Hotel, DenPasar oPens.

l93l Ubud dance tour to Paris.
Ck. Raka Sukawati leaves Ubud'

1932 Depression, declining exPorts' Poverty'

lg3l-9 Covamrbias, McPhee, Belo, Mead, Bateson in Ubud'

1938 Tuban Airport, Denpasar opens'

tg3g Outbreak of war,.departure of most foreigners'

l94l-5 JaPanose occuPation.

tg45-6 Dutch return, Indepondence movoment starts'

lg47 First paying guests at Puri lJbud'

1949 Indonesian IndePendence'

1952-3 Peliatan dancers tour Britain and USA

1956 Hotel Campuan and Hotel Mutiara opened in Ubud'

lg57-8 C. and H. Geertz' fieldwork in Bali

1963 Eka Dasa Rudra. Eruption of Gunung Agung' I-andreform'

Lg65 Attempted coup and anti-communist bloodbath'

1966 Sukarno replaced by Suharto military government

1966 Bali Hotel oPens at Sanur.

1968 Tuban Airport upgraded to international standard'

t97O Fb* losmen 8t Kuta.

lgTl SCETO report. Cultural tourism invented'

lgTg Death of Ck. Agung Sukawati

1981 Ubud becomes kcluralun.
lgg3 Boginningoffieldwork. BNRprojectannounced

1996 End offieldwork Period.
1997 BNR Project oPened.
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TOT]RIST NTJMBERS BALI I92O - T989

Number Comments Source

1920's several 100
1930 100 per month
1930's several 1000
1940 250 per month
t957 2,284
1958 1,950
1959 1,630
t9@ 35,915
t965 29,367
1965 t5,714
1966 19,311
1966 10,990
t966 2,150
t967 13,339
1968 15,209
1968 5,000
t969 10,000
1969 46,765
1970 69,25t
l97r 80,030
t972 104,016
1973 54,000
1973 148,734
1973 100,000
1974 L66,g5g
t975 202,489
t975 275,0W
1976 228,ON
1983 632,W0
1985 202,421plas
1988 574,000
1989 400,000

(Picard 1990:40)

Qlanna 1976: l04)
(Picard 1990: 40)
(Ilanna 1976: 104)

Vickers (forthcoming)
Vickers (forthcoming)
Vickers (forthcoming)

all Indonesia Udayana (1975:723)
all Indonesia Udayana (1975:723)

Vickers (forthcoming)
all Indonesia Udayana (1975:723)

Vickers (forthcoming)
Udayana (1975:723)
Vickers (forthcoming)
Vickers (forthcoming)

Arrivals by air Udayana (1975:523)
Arrivals by air Udayana (1975:723)

,, Rodenburg (1980:179)

tl

"nea.dyu (Udayana 1975:729)

(Ilanna I976:xti)
@odenburg 1980: 179)

approx. (Noronha 1979: 180)
(Ramseyer t977:9)

(Kuhn l-oeb:1984)
(McKean 1989: 13a)

apprcx. (Picard 1990: 4l)
(Vickers 1989: 187)

Sources as listed in table.
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MONETARY VALTIES 1938-1990
(Roproduced from Warren 1993- Aooendix 6)
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POPULATION I93UI99I

Year

1930
1930
1954
196r
1967 5,195
1974 6,176
1980 6,742
1980
1981

1982
1983 6.942
1983 7,837
1985
1986
1986 7,599
1987
1988
1989 7,983
1989
1990 8,031
1990 8,150
1990
r990
t99t 8,039
r99l
L99l

Kecamatan
Ubud

31,474
38,615
43,947

43,737
M,259
4,488

46,379

48,127

48,499

49,350

Kabupatan
Gianyar

L&,4ry9
2L1,762
232,576

271,931

306,129

323,684

336,738

328,352

Bali

1,101.393

l,5l7,lw

2,ffi,396

2,618,369
2,632,323

2,6M,127

2,66L,|M

2,7L5,8N

Desai
Klftn
Ubud Source

Raka 1955:9
Stats Gianyar 1991

Raka 1955:10
Stats Gianyar 1991

Stats Bali 1967
Mono. Gianyar 1974

Sensus 1980
Stats Gianyar 1991

Stats ubud 1983
Stats lJbud 1983
Stats Ubud 1983

Ubud 1984
Stats Gianyar 1991

Reg. Pend. 1991
Data Pemb Bali 1987

Reg. Pend. 1991

Reg. Pend.1991
Stats Ubud 1989
Reg. Pend.l99t
Stats. Ubud 1990

Kl. ubud 1990
Stats Gianyar l99l

Reg. Pend. l99l
Stats. Ubud 1991

Statistik 1991

Reg. Pend. t99l
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APPENDX 5

RSI MARKA}.IDEYA

There are in fact a number of versions of the journey of Rsi Markandeya

which diverge more widely from the range discussed in chapter 5. Those of which

I am aware fall into the following main groupings:

1. The "Besakih/Parisada" version. rnis first appears in a text prepared by

wayan surpha, a senior Parisada official, for the Eka Dasa Rudra ceremony at

Besakih n lg7g. Based upon another elusive lontar Markandeya Purana said (by

Surpha in personal communication and by Stuart-Fox_(1987:303 endnote 7) to have

been found somehwere in Tampaksiring, it relates Rsi Markandeya's origins in India,

residence on Gunung Dieng io c*tral runa and subsequently Gunung^ Ra(w)ung in

East Java and his roEttqo"nt expedition to Bali with 8000 followers, failure, return

an6 second expedition *ittr +OOO followen from Desa Aga. They go_ straight to a

place where they clear forest "from south to north" sufficient for establishing their

habitation. lt ilrt ftoo where they began this process- they plant an offering of 5

sacred metals tnown u, p*toiotu and named the place Basuki, Peaning
wellbeing/prosperity/good luck (selnmat) which subsequently becomes (desa and

pura) Besakih.
At the end of this clearing Rsi Markandeya divides the new land into wet and

dry fields and human settlements at a place nuln* Puakan (meaning "dividing")'

This version clearly connects him with Payogan, Campuan, Taro and Payangan are

mentioned and it is implied, but not clearly, that he came to these places after

Besakih (1979:29-38). 
^This 

version is repeated yitl lnont variations by soebandi

1981: L4-22, Stuart-Fox 1987), Suarjana-et al 1992:9, Sugriwa L993:2-3, Surpha

1993:5-6),
2. TheGinarsa/Bhuj an1gaWaisnawa version. This is based upon translation

and interpretation of a different lontar Panugrahan Resi Markandeya by I well-

known (now deceased) scripturat scholar Ketut Ginarsa of Singaraja (1979)' It

relates the story of the journeys in much the same order, with Puakan, TaIo,

campuan, Payogan, nayangan coming after Besakih (ro;tangkir). The maprity of

this manuscript-is devbted not to Markandeya himself but to establishing and

detailing the descent of the Bhujangga waisnawa clan from him. It is also often

referred to in subsequent versions.

3. The Bali-Aga versions, from the mountain region around fintamani. The

brief ones which Reuter records (1996.A,103) begin in the same way but

incorporate an additional chapter in which he settles finally in the mountains,

achieving molaa (qpiritual liberation) and having further adventures under new

names. fnry also suggest that he may have landed initially near the Baq--aga village

of Julah on the northl-oast. A version which I heard from one of the elders at Pura

Batur is similar: he began in India under the name of Rsi Agastiya, moved to

Gunung Raung (Java) *-h"tt he was known as Adi saka, then to Bali where he

became Rsi Markani"yu. The course of his travels in Bali was Taro, Ubud'

Payangan then up Q lrura Puncak Penulisan then to Mount Batur where he
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meditated (rnayoga) until he achieved molcsa, after which he was known as Ida
Bhatara Bhujangga Luwih, a name suggestive of the claims of the Ginarsa version.
Pura Jati, an important temple by the shore of Iake Batur is said to commemorate
this event.

4. The Payangan version, told to me in slighfly different versions by the
senior member of Puri Payangan and a local aristocrat close to the purt. These
versions varied in their early part, one claiming he came down from the mountains,
the other that he caem up from the sea. In both cases he approached Payangan via
Payogan to Pura Murwa Bhumi (beginning of the world) a large temple just downhill
of Payangan which commorates his visit and establishment of the first desa. From
Payangan (Ka:Pa-hyangan) he moved uphill to the site of Pura Er Jenrk near
Semaon, to Kerta/Alas Angker, to Margatengah where he achieved molaa. A number
of stone sarcophagi here are, according to this version, the tombs of Rsi Markandeya
and some of his followers. After this the remainder of his followers wandered
around a number of other desa rn the area. This version is, like the Ubud one,
highly qpecific and serves to identify Payangan (not Taro) as the original desa tnBali
and (not Campuan) as the centre of the Rsi Markandeya legend.

5. Others @ujung, Manukaya)
As to the origin of the story, Stuart-Fox speculates that it "most probably

began as a local oral legend, possibly in the region of Taro, and only as late as the
1930s and 1940s was absorbed into mainstream Balinese "history" (1987:303). I
interpret the evidence slighfly differenfly: It is by its nature a fairly general origrn
myth, easily adapted to a variety of situations and that it has been kept flexible and
public by being sparcd authoritative scriptural form. The evidence suggests that it
has been selectively picked up and used for this purpose in a number of adjacent
river valleys. Any absorption into "mainstream history" however has occurred only
since the 1960s as a result of its incorporation into Parisada's attempts to create a
unified grand narrative of Balinese mytho-history(see PHDI 1969, Surpha L979:28-
38).
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APPENDX 6

GENEALOGY: SUKAWATI - TJBUD

Adapted from Sukawati chronicles and Wiener (1996:367,369) and simplified to show the senior mde line

of descent of Puri Sukawati and Ubud and links to other dranatis personoe'

Dalem Waturenggong (Gelgel)
I
I

Dalem Segening (Gelgel)
I

I

Dalem di lMade (Gelgel)
I
I

: girl from Manggis
I
I

Dewa Manggis
I

I

I
I

Dewa Agung Jambe (Klungkung)
(1686-?)

I
I

D.A. Mayun
I
I

Puri Payangan
Puri Pejeng

I
I

D.A lambe
(Sukawati - Guang)
D.A. Karna
(Sukawati - Ketewel)

I
I

Dewa Anom Sirikan
(Klungkung - Sukawati)

I

I

I)ewa Agung IMaYun
(Sukawati - Petemon)

I
I

GedeD.A.

I
I

Dewa Agung IVIade
(Sukawati - Peliatan)

I
I

Ck.Karang @uri Negara)

Ck.Anom @uri SingaPadu)
Ck. Ngurah (Puri Peliatan)

Ck.Gunung (Puri Petulu)

Ck.Tihingan @uri Gentong)

Ck. Segara @uri Tegllng)
Ck.Tangkeban (IJbud - Jegu)

Ck. I-engeng (Pesaban)

A.A. Istri : Dewa Manggis

I

I

Ck. Gede Putu Kandel
@eliatan- Ubud)

I
I

I Puri GianYar
6 Brothers
1 sister
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ll
Ck. Gede hrtu Sukawati hrri Saren Kangin/kaleran

lt
tl

Ck. Rai Bntur(?+.1880)
I

I

I tuiSapn
Sarenkauh

ttl
Ck. hrhr Nonderan Ck. Gode Sukawati 6 brothers
(Batubulan) I (?-1919)

I

rtllllrtrr
Ck. Raka Sukawati Ck. Agung Sukawati
(Puri Kantor) I (1910-1979)

trl
Ck. Pwra tulcawti Ck. Oka S. Ck. Gede S.

I
I
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APPENDVT

PAYANGAN HISTORY

Supplement to discussion of Payangan in Chapter 6'

A local undergraduate thesis (Adnyana 1976) refen to the old king as well

as other oral and textual sources, some of them from Puri Payangmlio constnrct a

plausible account of the history of Payangan. He argues (1976: 17) that it was

originnlly part of the greater kingdom oi Uengwi underthe local administration of

onJ Curii Nguoh naJung (aka 6usti Pacung Oka according to Dewa Aji Dalang)'

Schulte-Nordholt's r"p Jf Mengwi "in the eigtrteenttr century" (1988a:51) includes

(Balian Batur's agreement with Dewa Anom Siritan notwithstanding) a substantial

strip of land easi of the Ayung including Payangan and as far downhill-east as

Blahbatu. His next map 119[8n,tOt) implies that Payangan was lost by 1770 but he

does not specify when 
-or 

how. According to Adnyana, Payangan y1s taken over in

the course of a series of disturbances in this area, by a Ck' Anom frcm

Tampaksiring and Gusti Pacung fled west to Samuan and ultimately to Carangsari

(1976:17).' 
Puri Tampaksiring is one of a series of pui descended from Dewa Agung

Mayun of Guliang, the 
-elder 

brother of the fither of Dewa Agung Sirikan' the

founder of Sukawaii. This lineage, known as Pemayun, is in fact the senior branch

of Satria Dalem (see genealogy, ^lppendix 3) but has historically been the least

prominent politically. 
-eccoriing 

to itre senior member of the present generation

(Ck.Ngurah remayun of puri Pejeng; this is because of an hereditary diqposition

toward spiritual rather than worldly preoccupations' a.non-expansionist style of

gour*"nt and a disinclination to the use of violence' He regards Payangan as a

semi-Pemayw puri formed by a maniage link with Puri Tampaksiring-
puri payangan however evidentty view the matter somewhat differently and

in their Babad Plmayun Payangan (quoted in Adnyana t976:17) Ck' Anom

originates from Guliang, rtoppiog en- route to Payangan to build a- purt n
Tairpaksiring. He estabf,shes u tiogaot independent of Mengwi and equal in status

with its neighbours Gianyar, Bangli and Mengwi. Adnyana quotes the Dutch sources

referred to above, whicl unfortunately do not provide dates, as his main evidence

in support of this claim and providei an impressive-looking map of the kingdom

showing an area consistent with oral accounts from the area' He also describes the

administrative structure of the kingdom in some detail but the source of this

information is not clear.
perhaps the most compelling evidence however of its erstwhile standing is,

paradoxically, the story of its fail from power' *ry! is recorded in a publicly

accessible manuscript (beguritan Uwug Payangan). This fall is foreshadowed by a

promise, in 1837, 
-on' 

th; parts of Klungkung, Qianyar and Bangli, to protect
^f.y-g- in the event of ittact (Sumawi 1992:29) and by a frequenfly

t p*,"4 but never with evidence, that Payangan placed itself under the protection

of fangti (Sumawa 1992:30, Wiener 1995:aO'
-A 

daughter of puri Payangan was betrothed to a prince from Puri Negara
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(near SukawaQ. A numca (local representative) of the puri by the name of Ck.Gede
Ancak was sent to Klungkung to represent hrri Payangan at a ceremony at which he
encouraged the Dewa Agung (of Klungkung) to ask for the hand of this same
woman. This he did but the raja of Payangan refused on the grounds that she was
already engaged. The Dewa Agung took this, coming from a lord of lower status,
as an insult and asked the raja of Buleleng to make a similar offer. This was also
refused and the two offended kings decided that a military solution was called for.

Klungkung, presumably because of the previous prcmise of protection,
remained in the background, allowing Buleleng to do the fightingt. The defenses
of Payangan were based upon fortifications (benteng) at strategic points up and
down-hill of the puri c,entre, the upper one being at a place called Giri Kusuma
which appears also to have been the site of a branch pzn. None of the neighbouring
kingdoms came to the aid of Payangan, despite promises to do so, and it was
overcome here by the superior manpower (and probably fircpower) of Buleleng and
Giri Kusuma was destroyed. Most of the royal family including the raja and the
wife-to-be were killed in another battle at Desa Payangan. The independent kingdom
of Payangan thus came to an end in 1843. (Adnyana 1976:,32)

According to G. Agung (1991:62), Payangan was "annexed" by Buleleng as
part of a systematic program of expansion. There is however no local evidence of
this and according to Adnyana's account, Fayangan was administered by Ck. Gede
Ancak under Klungkung supervision until one Ck.Gede Rai, a member of the royal
family who had survived the destntction, rc-appeared from hiding in Mengwi and
was re-instated by the Dewa Agung. Ck.Gede Ancak, not pleased to be so promptly
demoted, made slanderous allegations about the new king to the Dewa Agung who
summoned him to Klungkung to explain himself. Ck. Ancak then informed the
Dewa Manggis (Gianyar) with whom Payangan was historically on less than cordial
terms, of this journey. Ck. Rai detoured far uphill, through Bangli territory, to
avoid Gianyar but was intercepted by Gianyar troops in the border village of Sekaan
and brought back and imprisoned in Seronggo. This left the way clear for Ck.Ancak
to resume the throne in Payangan.

A prince of Blahbatuh, at this time also ruled by a Pema5run-descended purf ,

met the imprisoned Ck.Rai and made some enquiries of his own in Payangan. When
these confirmed a popular preference for the restoration of the puri, he helped Ck.
Rai escape. He made his way back to Payangan via Tampaksiring, Taro, Puhu,
stopping at Pakuseba, where a Pura Pajenengan commemorates his preparations for
the attack. The Payangan anny took his side, Ck.Ancak fled to Canangsari where
he was murdered and Puri Payangan was restored.

At this point (1976:40), Adnyana's account mentions that the services of
various parties who had assisted with the restoration were repaid in various ways.
There is no mention of Puri Ubud and indeed at this time Puri Ubud would have

In oral versions around the Payangan area, the Klungkung connection
is omitced altogether and the conflict is reported aE an at,tack by Buleleng
over a refused marriage offer. In this case the obvious reason for such a
refusal would be the lower status of Puri BuleJ.eng.

The original Puri Blahbatu lras a branch of Puri eejeng but a patih
(minister) of ilelantik (Karangasem( descent assumed increasing power and
eventually took over, establishing a puri of his own.
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been quite insignificant but according to oral accounts frrom various sourcgs

throughout the area, pieces of land owned by Puri lJbud in unlikely locations at

Sabang Dahat, not far from Pakuseba, and at Tiyingan, uphill of Fayangan were
rpwards (balns jasa) of exactly this kind frrom hrri Fayangan.
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